Four Decades of Duff’s
In the Beginning

James bought his ﬁrst Bronco in 1966 and after running the local sand dunes, decided to
desert race in Baja. At the time, parts to toughen up his Bronco were scarce, so he made
many of them himself. His modiﬁcations were so successful, that other Bronco owners began
asking for his help.
During his career he raced with the greats, including Bill Stroppe, Mickey Thompson, Parnelli
Jones, James Garner, Rick Mears, Walker Evans, Ivan Stewart, and Rod Hall. He built products to hold up to the rigors of
off road racing while making them accessible to everyone. Supplying parts for friends in California and customers across the country soon grew
into a full-time business—Duffy’s Bronco Service.
Racing gave way to family four wheeling when the family grew
from two to four. James & Judy helped form the ﬁrst Bronco only
club—Broncos West 4WD Club in West Los Angeles. They frequented
Pismo Beach, Glamis, Big Bear, the Imperial Sand Dunes and other So.
California hot spots. After a devastating ﬁre during the height of the
gas crunch, they reluctantly sold off the majority of the product line
to Mickey Thompson Shocks. Luckily, they didn’t appreciate the Bronco
parts and Judy carried on selling parts out of the garage as Broncoholic
Ent. A life altering vacation to Sequim, Washington brought upon a
change and with the move came a new name, James Duff Enterprises Inc.

Second Generation
The second generation of Duffs grew up in the business. Suzanne
started addressing catalog envelopes and packaging bushings at
eight years-old and when she turned sixteen, she drove the ‘84
Bronco II. Before getting his license, Richard decided to resurrect
the remains of a ‘77 we had in the back yard. He and James spent
many hours together building up “Hi Ho Silver”. Its buildup lead
to the development of many of our products and it still does
today. As they say, necessity is the mother of invention! When
Richard went off to school, he left the Bronco in Suzanne’s trusty
hands. Since then, she has taken it from a half cab to a soft top and from old school to new technology! As you can see, the whole family was pretty stoked about the addition of fuel injection to the 351W in December 2002!
Since then she took it up to 5 1/2” of suspension lift with 2” of body lift and given it a new look with her own paint with help from Dad!
These days, Richard and his wife Laura live in China where he works as a designer for GM (yes, we know it
was hard to take with our blue blood). The 2010 Buick LaCrosse
is his ﬁrst production work to hit the road. Judy ﬁnally got to
turn over the reigns to Suzanne, retire, and has ﬁnally gotten to
attend some events. James spends as much time as he can traveling to events on both coasts, tinkering in the shop, restoring
the rigs (he ﬁnished the Pony Express restiﬁcation just in time
for the 40th Anniversary celebrations) and lend his technical
hand to the development of new Bronco products.
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The (not-so)Hostile Takeover
As the new company president, one of
Suzanne’s ﬁrst tough decisions was to
move the company to a bigger city as
they had just plain outgrown Sequim.
She had visited Knoxville several times
while on wheeling trips to Tellico and
Wheelin’ in the Country. She really liked
the area and the Southern Hospitality.
Ultimately it was chosen because of its
central location for shipping times and
rates for customers and being a larger city it offers a wealth
of suppliers for our manufacturing needs.
Its now been four years since our move and are ﬁnding Knoxville to
be a great new home. Fourwheeling in the East brought us to discover
new needs-- thus the creation of the new Hi Ho Loco-- a big sister/
evil twin to Silver. Narrowed 8”, sporting full width Dana 60 and
Sterling 10.25” axles donated from a 1992 F350. A well built 351W
with Howell Fuel Injection, Atlas Transfercase, C6. Suspension is our
long Radius Arms with Coilovers and our 4 link Suspension in the
back. Suzy even managed to get Dad to help her do another custom
paint job right in the shop for a birthday present!
Being in the crossroads of major interstates, we get a lot more people
stopping in to visit than we did at the old shop. We don’t have a
showroom yet but we’d still love to see you. If you can’t make to
us, odds are you’ll see Suzanne at one of the events featured in the
catalog that she attends throughout the country with her good ol’
standby co-pilot Ben (the dog).
One of our latest changes is the elimination of the gold or yellow zinc
plating that has been our signature for years. Enviromental restrictions are making this process more rare so we will be switching to
clear zinc or powdercoating as a result. Also, please don’t be offended
when you get your shipment, we
are trying to use more recycled
packaging materials when possible.
Thanks for your interest in our
company! We wouldn’t still be
here after 40 years if it wasn’t for
our wonderful customers! We hope
to see you on the trails!

No part of this catalog may be used or reproduced without written permission. Copyright
2011 by James Duff Inc. Note: Product design, materials and speciﬁcations subject to change
without notice. Although we have tried our hardest to catch them all, we have to say
“we are not responsible for printing errors made in the production of this catalog.”
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Evolutionary

It is no accident that James Duff
Inc. has been the industry leader
for aftermarket Early Bronco
parts for 40 years. Our signature
products have been meticulously
honed to perfection by years of
real-world testing by our team
and customers alike.

Revolutionary

Our team is always
researching and developing
new, innovative products. We
listen to your suggestions
and do our best to please.
Plus, we use our Broncos for
not only fun or daily drivers
but as inspiration for that
exciting new product.

Demanding Quality

James Duff Inc. manufactures
many of our products for the
simple reason- “If you want it
done right... do it yourself”. No
product gets it’s signature Duff
Blue color until it passes our
ﬁnal inspection.

Attention to Detail

Nothing escapes the scrutiny of
the Duff team from the quality
of the welding to the design of
the shipping boxes. This helps
ensure not only no hassles but
your overall safety.

Customer Service

The Duff team is hand picked
for not only general Bronco
knowledge but every nook &
cranny of our products.
Give us a call, put us to the test.
You will be glad you did!

70/30 Auto Adjust Shocks

A shock is a tension dampener, used on vehicle suspensions
to control spring rebound. Conventional 50/50 valved shocks
use equal pressure on both compression and extension. That
creates a choppy ride, overheating shocks as they try to control compression instead of letting the spring do it’s job.
Unhappy with the choices available, we tuned our own
AUTO ADJUST SHOCKS for Ford’s coil spring suspensions. Our
shocks are valved 70% rebound, 30% compression. With our
suspension systems, the coils are engineered so the shocks
aren’t needed for compression control. Our shocks smooth
out the ride by controlling rebound.
•70% Rebound, 30% Compression
•Twin Tube Construction
•Foam Cell in a 2 3/8” Reserve Tube
•1 3/8” High Temperature Iron Piston
•Double Welded Ends
•5/8” Hardened, Chromed Piston Rod
•Corrosion Resistant Baked White Finish
•Blue Polyurethane End Bushings
•10 Stage Auto Speed Adjusting
•Multi Viscosity, All Weather Fluid
•Internal Urethane Bumpstop
Cellular foam keeps the ﬂuid inside the shock from aerating
as it does in cheaper shocks. Aeration is what causes fading
and poor performance. The combination of 10 stage auto
speed adjusting valves with the all weather, multi viscosity ﬂuid enables these shocks to maintain the consistent
performance level we demand for on and offroad driving.
For ultimate suspension tuning, properly valved shocks are
a MUST. High quality construction, built to last. Limited
lifetime warranty to original purchaser. See full warranty
in back of catalog. We will be happy to consult with you to
determine which shocks will properly ﬁt your vehicle.
#8108 to 8116 70/30 Auto Adjust Shock $36
#8900 Blue Shock Boot purchased with Shock $2 each

Same great design and quality construction as our other shocks, with added
features for long travel and high articulation suspensions. The ﬁrst of these features is length. Our 8120
is 35.5” extended and 20.5” collapsed. With 15” of vertical travel, this is the longest shock available in
this style. It would take going to a expensive racing shock system to get this kind of travel. They also
include a larger narrower eye loop, utilizing a extremely ﬂexible rubber bushing with thick shoulders. The
result is a bushing that will twist as much as possible in all directions, but still maintain its anti-vibration
characteristics and durability. This eye design has twice the articulation of the standard eye design with
an hourglass bushing. Shock mount ﬂexibility is important because without it the shock will bind, limiting
suspension travel. These shocks not only work great crawling over trails at 6 hours per mile, but also at
60 miles per hour over freeways, washboards and sand dunes.
#8120 70/30 Auto Adjust Long Travel Shock $45

Tire Size Chart
Lift Height
Stock

Fenders
Uncut
Flares

Max. Rec. Tire Size
P195/70R15
P245/75R15

2” Lift

Uncut
Flares

P235/70R15
31x10.5”

3.5” Suspension
3.5”+2” Body lift

Uncut
Flares
Flares

31x9.5”
33x12.5”
35x12.5”

5.5”
5.5”+2” Body lift

Flares
Flares

36x12.5”
38x12.5”

Suspension Components

Long Travel Shock

Notes: Tire size can vary depending on wheel offset, wheel width and tire
tread design. These sizes are based on a 15x8 wheel with 3.5” backspace.
These tire sizes are a general guide line because a wider tire or offset rim can
cause interference with the sheet metal. A large lugged mud tire will also
require more clearance or a shorter overall height in order to clear compared
to an All-Terrain tread style. A 2” body lift will generally allow a 1.5” to 2”
taller and wider tire to be used. For even more clearance our fender ﬂares
can be added and the sheet metal trimmed to clear the tires.

EYE TO EYE SHOCKS
SHOCK#
8110 8115 8114
COLLAPSED 15”
16”
17.3”
EXTENDED
24.25” 26.25” 29.25”
STATIC
19.5” 20.25” 23.25”
TRAVEL
9.25” 10.25” 11.94”
PRICE
$36
$36
$36

8120
20.5”
35.5”
28”
15”
$45

STUD TOP / EYE BOTTOM SHOCKS
SHOCK#
8116 8108 8111
COLLAPSED 10.5” 12.25” 13.5”
EXTENDED
15.5” 19.25” 21”
STATIC
13”
15.75” 17.25”
TRAVEL
5”
7”
7.5”
PRICE
$29
$36
$36
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Suspension Components

Progressive Rate Coil Springs, Simply the Best

We took our decades of experience in Early Bronco suspensions and used that knowledge to design the ﬁrst progressive
rate coil springs in the mid-1980’s. We have continually updated the design through the years since to reﬂect the changing needs of our customers. We feel ours are the best progressive rate coil springs on the market, period!
We realize that every Bronco owner uses their vehicle in a different way. We addressed this by utilizing at least
four rate stages to provide excellent on road ride and handling, as well as great suspension travel that lasts.
Longevity is extremely important since most people don’t want to be buying springs every couple years.
Our progressive coil rate gradually increases as the coil compresses. The upper wraps are softer for
a more comfortable street ride; the middle rates are a bit ﬁrmer to handle bumps and dips without jarring; and the last few wraps are a higher rate so that they control the up travel to prevent
bottoming out. The progressive nature of the spring also allows for better and more predictable
handling by helping keep the vehicle ﬂatter in the corners and limiting body lean. All of our coils
are blue powder coated for durability.
#5103 Stock Height Coil $150
#5107 3.5” Lift Coils $160
#5109 5.5” Lift Coils $170

Back in the days of the
high dollar pit trucks!

Mint 400

Duffy in the
Baja Dust Bowl

Strut
Bushing

Track Bar
Bracket
Front Bump
Stop

Strut
Bushing

Tracking Bar
Bushings
Tracking Bar
Bushings
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The Original Baja
Pit Crew: Lyle
(Judy’s Dad) &
Jim Haskins

Lower Dual
Shock Mount

Retaining Bolts

Bushing placement
“Rear Bottom”
Bushing placement
“Front Bottom”
“C” Bushing End Cap

SYSTEM B

SYSTEM B: Basic 3.5” Suspension
Basic Street & Trail System for you on a budget.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, 4 Shocks & boots.
#5000B System B: 66-75 Bronco• $459
#5001B System B: 76-77 Bronco $459

Suspension Systems

Beneﬁts of a Duff System: Why a complete package is better...
These systems are the best available because they are designed so all of the components work together to improve ride and handling under
varying conditions. Our suspensions keep in mind the daily driver and full-time four-wheeler, someone who wants to ride comfortably and
safely both on the street and on the trail. Designs are based on a Bronco Hardtop with a 302 engine. Less weight (from a 6 cyl or no top)
or more weight (from engine swaps, winches, heavy bumpers, etc.) will affect the amount of lift. Our budget oriented systems use add-aleafs for the rear end rather than blocks (which cause stress on u-bolts, u-joints and exaggerate axle wrap). Inspect your leaf springs for
sagging, cracks or daylight between leafs before ordering. Add-a-leafs will not make up for tired or cracked leafs. Upgrading to a new leaf
spring pack system may be necessary. •Note: If you have a ‘66 with the stock rear stud mount shocks, we recommend upgrading to either
a #5500, #5215 or #5214 for maximum travel and performance.

*Upgrade this system to the improved ride and travel of our leaf
springs. System B+ substitutes new leaf packs for the add-a-leafs.
Specify Medium Duty or Heavy Duty see page 21 for speciﬁcations
System 5000B+ 66-75• $899
System 5001B+ 76-77 $899
SYSTEM D

SYSTEM D: 3.5” Deluxe Suspension
Adds Classic Double Shocks to the Basic System for
Better Performance and Handling.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Front & Rear Double Shock Mounts, 8
shocks & boots.
#5000D System D: 66-75 Bronco• $709
#5001D System D: 76-77 Bronco $709

SYSTEM F

*Upgrade this system to the improved ride and travel of our leaf
springs. System D+ substitutes new leaf packs for the add-a-leafs.
Specify Medium Duty or Heavy Duty see page 21 for speciﬁcations
System 5000D+ 66-75• $1150
System 5001D+ 76-77 $1150

SYSTEM F: 3.5” Original Hoop Suspension
Adds Original Dual Shock Hoops to the Basic System
for increased Travel

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, Stage 1 Original Hoop Mounts, Classic Rear
Double Shock Mounts, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, 8 Shocks & boots.
Also Shown with #5101 double shock mounts

#5000F System F: 66-75 Bronco• $859
#5001F System F: 76-77 Bronco $859
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Suspension Systems

The Ultimate
All-around Suspension
The Ultimate systems take the
Original Hoop System suspensions
and carry it one step further with
the addition of our eleven leaf soft
ride springs. For 3.5 & 5.5” lifts,
they come in either medium duty or
heavy duty depending on your vehicle
specs.* By using replacement leafs
instead of add-a-leafs, you greatly increase your ride quality and along with Original Hoops and our progressive rate coils, these
springs provide excellent articulation without a body lift or major structural modiﬁcations.
Articulation and comfort... the best of both worlds! Due to vehicle variations and use, for
optimum performance, you may need one or more of the items listed in the box below.

SYSTEM G: 3.5” Ultimate Suspension

*See page 21 for determining vehicle
specs for leaf pack choice.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Shock Hoops, Classic Rear Double Shock
Mounts, 8 Shocks with boots, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
#5000G-MD System G: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1275
#5001G-MD System G: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1275
#5000G-HD System G: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1275
#5001G-HD System G: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1275

As every vehicle has its own quirks,
depending on your vehicle, you may need
one or more of the following for proper
handling when lifting 3” or more:

SYSTEM K: 5.5” Ultimate Suspension

Stage 3 Extended Radius Arms
#5350 $699 page 14

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 7° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs, Heavy
Duty Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets, U-bolts, Original
Shock Hoops, Classic Rear Double Shock Mounts, 8 Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
#5000K-MD System K: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1675
#5001K-MD System K: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1675
#5000K-HD System K: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1675
#5001K-HD System K: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1675

Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets
#5430 $199 page 20
Extended Brake Lines #3931 $79 pg 31
Drop Pitman Arm #5473 $64.75
or #5474 $69.75 page 27
E-Brake Cables #3756 $35 page 31
Bump Stops #6315 $99.50 page 25
Adjustable Track Bar
#5403 or #5404 $139.95 page 27
Adjustable Drag Link #5479 $179 page 27
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B.Y.O.B. is a growing event held in Sterling, Massachusetts in May.
For more info check out: bringyourownbronco.com

Leaf Spring Shims #5542-46 $49 page 21

Suspension Systems

Stage 2 Long Travel (Body Lift)
Suspension Systems
The Long Travel systems are the Ultimate Suspensions with our
Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts,
and Long Travel Shocks. These shock mounts are designed to
be used with at least a 2” body lift. The mounts allow you to
take full advantage of the travel in our springs. These systems
will provide excellent articulation along with a comfortable ride on
and off-road. Better articulation and still comfortable... the best of
both worlds!

SYSTEM J: 3.5” Stage 2 Suspension

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride
Springs, Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Stage 2 Long Travel Shock
Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long Travel Shocks, 4-8114
Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings. *At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000J-MD System J: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1495
#5001J-MD System J: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1495
#5000J-HD System J: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1495
#5001J-HD System J: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1495

SYSTEM L: 5.5” Stage 2 Suspension

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 7° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs, Heavy Duty Tracking
Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops,
Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
*At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000L-MD System L: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1895
#5001L-MD System L: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1895
#5000L-HD System L: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1895
#5001L-HD System L: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1895

System J
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I have your Stage 2 System with an ARB
up front and a Detroit in the rear with 36”
TSL’s. I installed it last year and now my rig
is dialed. I live in Reno, NV so we go do the
local trails up in Tahoe all summer long and
I’ve yet to have a problem with the system.
Thanks for all of the R&D you have done to
make this system the best out there.
—D. Polimeni

Hi Ho Silver on Hell’s Revenge in Moab, Utah
Silver is running the System M: 5.5” Monster Kit
with 35” Goodyear MTRs on 15x10 American Racing
rims with OMF Beadlocks. Other specs include: ARB’s
and Disc Brakes front & rear with Full Floating 9”
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Suspension Systems

“Monster” Suspensions

These systems take our Ultimate and Long Travel Suspension
all the way with the addition of our Stage 3 Radius Arms,
Extended Length Brake Lines, E-brake cables, a Heavy
Duty Bump Stop kit and a Drop Pitman Arm.

SYSTEM M: 5.5” Monster Suspension

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf
Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts,
Stage 2 Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long
Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses,
E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop pitman arm. *At least a
2” body lift required.
#5000M-MD System M: 66-75 Bronco, MD Leafs $2395
#5001M-MD System M: 76-77 Bronco, MD Leafs $2395
#5000M-HD System M: 66-75 Bronco, HD Leafs $2395
#5001M-HD System M: 76-77 Bronco, HD Leafs $2395

SYSTEM P: 5.5” Monster Suspension
for vehicles without body lift

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Stage 1 Shock Hoops, Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8114
Shocks, 4-8115 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop
pitman arm.
#5000P-MD System P: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001P-MD System P: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000P-HD System P: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001P-HD System P: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

SYSTEM R: 3.5” Monster Suspension

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 4° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Stage 2 Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long
Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and
a Drop pitman arm. *At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000R-MD System R: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001R-MD System R: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000R-HD System R: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001R-HD System R: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

SYSTEM S: 3.5” Monster Suspension for vehicles without body lift
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3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 4° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Stage 1 Shock Hoops, Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts, 8-8115
Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop pitman arm.
#5000S-MD System S: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001S-MD System S: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000S-HD System S: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001S-HD System S: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

System M

Double shocks are a must for all 66-77 Broncos, not just off-roaders. They’re always the ﬁrst improvement we make. Double shocks
improve handling, braking, all-around performance, prevent wheel
hop and remove body sway. By keeping the tires on the ground
they improve cornering on pavement and dirt, and help to control
axle-wrap. We cannot overstate the importance of double shocking
a Classic Bronco. The belief that double shocks are “too stiff” is just
a myth. When properly valved shocks are used, they compliment
properly designed springs.

Classic Front
Double Shock
Mounts
We’ve been selling these
simple Classic heavy duty
weld-on brackets to add a
shock to the front of your
stock coil tower for over 40
years! Shocks sold separately.
#5101 Ft Double Shock
Mounts, 66-77 Bronco $59

Classic Rear Double Shock Mounts

#5101 & 5500 Ft & Rear Double Shock
Mounts Combo $110 Buy Together & Save

“I have a complete suspension package from
you and it dominates the dirt! Thanks for
supplying the average Joe with the best
equipment on Earth! James Duff Kicks A**!!”
—Alex Grage, Lake Vallecito, CO

Classic Shock Mounts

Double Shocks

Designed like the original factory
mounts, these weld onto the front
side of the axle. Made of a high
quality solid steel shaft machined
on the end. Uses the same shock as
in the original rear position. Can
also be used as a replacement for a
stock mount. Note: Early ‘66’s had
a stud/eye stock mount, for maximum performance, we recommend
replacing them with these. Shocks
sold separately. Minor sheetmetal
trimming is necessary.
#5500 Rear Double Shock Mounts, 66-77 Bronco $55

You gotta watch Ben at Bronco events, He’ll hop in with
whoever he thinks is leaving ﬁrst! After all, Bronco
people are all family! In this case it was expert Bronco
toymaker Jeff Breckenridge’s Show Winner from
Pennsylvania at the MEB Spring Round in Gore, VA.
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Stage 1 Shock Mounts

Original Stage 1 Dual Shock Hoops

Our original hoop shock mounts for 66-77 Broncos offer all the beneﬁts of double shocks and
increase front wheel travel to 9 1/2 inches. By removing the travel limiting factory shock tower
we have created the ultimate setup for an all-around Bronco. The hoops use our 70/30 eye-eye
shocks for a minimum of bushing wear and a maximum of performance. The hoops bolt on and
utilize the same weld-on lower mount as our #5101 double shock mounts. They come zinc plated
for corrosion resistance and should also be welded to the frame for additional strength. If your
Bronco already has our #5101 double shock mounts, they can be bolted through the hoop and
used as heavy duty braces. If you would like to mount both shocks behind the coil we have an
new kit to do this, #5201-2. It includes lower mounts, sleeves and bolts for the upper mount.
#5201 Dual Shock Hoops $239
#5201-2 Behind the Coil Kit $49

Note: Shown with
our #5101 shock
mount used as a
heavy duty brace.

#5201-2
Behind the Coil Kit

Troy’s well tested and
mud drenched 5201’s
with the 5201-2 kit

Mt. Rainier, PSVB Run @ Evans Creek , Washington

Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts
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Now a version for those of you without a
body lift! By utilizing angled shock mounting and removing the travel limiting stock
mounts these new mounts will give you
more travel than our Classic rear mounts
and help control axle wrap more effectively. Zinc plated, bolt and weld-on
design. May require minor sheet metal
trimming depending on the condition of
your body mounts. Shocks sold separately.
#5215 Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts $169

Note: Only
minor
sheetmetal
trimming is
necessary.
NO cutting into
your interior!

These hoops use our new 15” travel shocks, the longest in the Bronco
market! These mounts take advantage of the extra clearance in the fender wells created with a body lift. They allow you to mount the shocks in
any of three positions, one in front and two in back of the coil! Allowing your suspension to really perform without being limited by shorter
shocks. Requires a 2 or 3” body lift for proper ﬁt without inner fender
modiﬁcation. Zinc plated, bolt and weld-on design.
#5212 Stage 2 Long Travel Hoops, at least 2” body lift required $249

Eric Ford @ PSVB Anniversary Run, Sequim, WA
35x12.5x15 Goodyear MTR

Stage 2 Shock Mounts

Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops

Stage 2 Shock Mounts
Utilize the Extra Space
Created with a Body Lift

Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts

Designed to maximize the suspension travel by removing the limiting stock shock mounts. These
mounts take advantage of the extra clearance above the frame created with a body lift. By utilizing
angled shock mounting and 12” travel shocks, you get 15” of vertical travel on the 3 1/2” lift! Zinc
plated, bolt and weld-on design. Requires a 2 or 3” body lift and minor sheet metal trimming. Shocks
sold separately.
#5214 Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, at least 2” body lift required $169

Passenger side with 2” body lift.
Only minor trimming necessary.
NO cutting into interior!

Ben stares in awe of the rear ﬂex in Moab, Utah
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Stage 3 Radius Arms & Components

The Original

Stage 3
Tubular Extended Radius Arms

•10 3/4” longer than stock— Moving the pivot point farther back vastly improves suspension travel and articulation. It
also improves handling and control for on road driving.
•Fabricated from all new materials— no core charges, no cutting
or welding to 30-45 year old cast arms.
•Built in caster (4.25°) means better alignment and handling. The
arm itself is offset to clear larger tires and maximize articulation. Not
just for hard core use they make a great improvement in street ride
•Fabricated out of .313” heavy wall DOM tube and 1/4” plate steel. For strength and
safety we designed a separate cast iron head unit to wrap around the C-wedges on the axle
with your original C-cap or our new ones sold separately.
•A tight to the frame rear mount holds the arm with a 1” bore Teﬂon lined and lubricated
Rod End, keeping it closer to the frame for improved ground clearance and breakover angle.
Tons of travel, a tighter turning radius, better ground clearance and improved handling all in one
product! Blue powdercoated for long lasting good looks. Includes arms, head units, rod ends, frame
mounts, bushings and all necessary mounting hardware. Bolt on installation, but some welding recommended. Requires at least a 3” suspension lift.
#5350 Stage 3 Radius Arms, 66-77 EB $699
Note: There may be clearance issues with our
headers made before 12-2001, some exhausts and
transfercase skid plates. Removing auxiliary gas tank is recommended for welding.

C-Bushings

There is 4.25° caster built in to the arms, however you will need the appropriate
C-Bushings to for your amount of lift. Our experience has lead us
to the following general applications:
EB 3.5” lift: #6004 4° C Bushings $29

Radius Arm C-Caps

Exact reproductions of stock caps, cast of
ductile steel. Combine with
our Radius Arms and Axle
Wedges and you can put a
Dana 44 or 60 under just
about anything! Come bare.
#5341 Radius Arm C-Caps, pair $85
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You can see these arms in action throughout the catalog on Hi
Ho Silver, many customers’ rigs and even on Hi Ho Loco with
42” Iroks and Coilovers. They have been beat on and tested
for over ten years with many setups and vehicles, but to get
maximum travel, these arms are designed to be used with Duff
engineered components! Results may vary with other conﬁgurations.

Actual size of
the 2” diameter,
.313” wall DOM
tube we use for
our radius arms.
It takes 400 tons
to bend them!

RACE
TESTED

rock

proven

A kit specially for the Big Boys to install our Long Travel Arms on the C-channeled frames. Includes
arms, head units, rod ends, 2 piece frame mounts (that sandwich the frame), tranny crossmember
brackets, riser brackets for the brake lines, bushings and all necessary mounting hardware. Tons of
travel, a tighter turning radius, better ground clearance and improved handling all in one product!
Blue powdercoated for long lasting good looks. Bolt on installation, but some welding recommended.
Requires at least a 3” suspension lift.
#5351 Radius Arms, 78-79 BB,
1967-79 Trucks $699

Stage 3 Tubular Radius Arms for Solid Axle Swaps

A kit just for you Full Size guys to install our Long Travel Radius Arms on the C-channeled framed
Broncos. This kit includes our proven arms, crossmember brackets and specially designed frame
brackets with a backside reinforcement. Combine with our Cast C-Wedges and C-Caps to swap in
a solid Dana 44 or Dana 60! We’ve got a little something up our sleeves...
We recently installed one of these kits on Ted Nugent’s (Formerly Zebra
Striped) ‘82/’92 Fullsize for Stacey David’s Gearz TV. Some
of the other parts used will also be evolving into production items. Keep your eyes on our website for updates.
#5352 SA Swap Bronco II, 83-97 Ranger $699
#5353 SA Swap Arms, 80-96 Bronco $699

C-Bushings

There is 4.25° caster built in to the arms, however you will need the
appropriate C-Bushings to for your amount of lift. Our experience has
lead us to the following general applications:
78-79 Bronco:
2-4” lift: #6002 2°C Bushings $29
5-6” lift: #6004 4°C Bushings $29
6-7” lift: #6006 6.25° C Bushings $29
7”+ lift: #6007 7° C Bushings $39

Axle Wedges

These wedges are designed
to weld onto a 2 3/4” O.D.
tube Dana 44 but with just Exclusive
a little grinding ﬁt 3” housings like high pinion Dana
44 and Dana 60. Cast to ﬁt a C bushing
exactly like original. Come bare.
#5340 Axle Wedges, set of 4 $85

Slim Carter, Ferrum, VA
Parts Flyin! ‘78 Bronco Truggy
8” total lift, 39.5” IROKS
60 front, 14 bolt rear, Propane,
NP435
Michael Crouch’s SAS’d
‘96 Rocky Mount, VA

Stage 3 Radius Arms & Components

Stage 3 Tubular Extended Radius Arms
for 78-79 Bronco & F-Series

80-96 Bronco SAS:
Same as 78-79 Bronco but they will vary depending on
what degree the C-Wedges are welded onto the housing.
Bronco II & 83-97 Ranger SAS:
3-4” lift: #6004 4°C Bushings $29
5-6” lift: #6006 6.25° C Bushings $29
6”+ lift: #6007 7° C Bushings $39

Dana 60 Radius Arm Spacer Kit

Don’t want to grind down the wedges for
your install? These machined steel blocks
ﬁll up the gap created by the
larger diameter axle tube.
Kit includes machined steel
blocks and proper length
Grade 8 Bolts.
#5351-60 Spacer Kit $50 Exclusive
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Suspension Components

Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets

Lifting causes a loss in caster, causing wandering and loose steering. With this
state-of-the-art adjustable drop bracket, you can reclaim that lost caster and
have great handling again. We offer our urethane “C” bushings up to 7°, but that
may not be enough adjustment for your vehicle. If you have already installed new
“C” bushings, it allows you to correct for the additional amount of caster you may
need; 1°, 2°, or 4°. Zinc plated for long life and good looks. Mounts using our
urethane strut bushings, #6100 (sold separately). Cutting & welding are required
for installation. Dropping auxiliary gas tank is necessary for installation.
#5430 Radius Arm Drop Brackets, 66-77 Bronco $225

Steering Stabilizer & Brackets

Tired of having to wrestle with the steering wheel when driving on rough
terrain? Stabilizers help reduce caster shimmy, steering wheel jerk and
protect your steering components. Our stabilizer has all of the quality
design characteristics as our shocks. It has a collapsed length of 12 1/8”
and extends to 20.5” leaving the Bronco’s great short turning radius
intact. Comes with urethane bushings and blue boot. Brackets sold separately. Can also be used to replace a worn out stock stabilizer.
#8101 Steering Stabilizer, 66-77 Bronco $35
#5475 Mounting Brackets, 66-77 Bronco $45
#8101 & #5475 Purchase together & save Combo $75

Rod Ends & Weld in Adapters

We are now offering the great high quality components from our suspensions separately. These high quality Rod Ends feature a tough selflubricating, self-sealing Teﬂon/Kevlar liner and increased cross-sectional thickness for greater tensile strength. Jam nuts sold separately.
Weld in adapters are the same we use for our Radius Arms, 4 link Suspensions and Torque Tamers.
#8700 LH 1x1.25” Diameter Rod End, Left Hand Thread $55 each
#8700 RH 1x1.25” Diameter Rod End, Right Hand Thread $55 each
Orders & Tech
#8702 LH 3/4” Rod End Left Hand Thread $25 each
865.938.6696 m-f 10-6 EST
#8702 RH 3/4” Rod End Right Hand Thread $25 each
#8710 LH 1.25” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1 3/8” ID) $20 each
#8710 RH 1.25” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1 3/8” ID) $20 each
#8712 LH 3/4” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1.25” ID) $15 each
#8712 RH 3/4” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1.25” ID) $15 each
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#8720 LH 1.25”-12 Jam Nut for 1” Rod End $4 each
#8720 RH 1.25”-12 Jam Nut for 1” Rod End $4 each
#8722 LH 3/4”-16 Jam Nut for 3/4” Rod End $3 each
#8722 RH 3/4”-16 Jam Nut for 3/4” Rod End $3 each

#5100

HD Coil Spring Towers

#5110

Doing a four link or something custom? Rotted out stock towers? Our exclusive heavy duty 1/4” plate coil spring
towers work as replacements for those rusted or bent-up stock buckets or for those doing a custom suspension. Will
work with Early Bronco or 78-79 Bronco (5 1/2” diameter) coil springs. Rears are 4” shorter than fronts. Zinc plated,
welding required, come as a pair. Zinc plated upper coil retainer tabs are included with both but are also available separately.
#5110A Ft. Coil Spring Tower $125
#5111A Rear Coil Spring Tower $125
#5100 Upper Coil Retainer Tabs, pair $12

Suspension Components

Exclusive

#5111

HD Lower Coil Spring Retainers

Exclusive

Had a coil pop out under maximum ﬂex? We have! So we designed
these heavy duty replacements to securely hold your coils in place.
This allows full ﬂex (of even the last wrap!) without fear
of your coil popping loose! Our simple but effective
one piece design replaces both of the OE pieces. It sits
ﬂat on top of the radius arm or our 4Link truss, also
reducing coil bowing. Combine with our axle wedges
for axle conversions. Zinc plated for rust resistance.
Fits EB & 78-79 (5 1/2” diameter) Coil springs.
#5120 HD Lower Coil Cups $75 pair

#4121

#4120

OEM Style Coil Spring
Cups & Seats
OEM style replacements for those rusted,
warped or bent-up cups and seats.
#4120 Cup/Seat (lower) $30 each
#4121 Retainer (inner) $25 each

shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

Mike Sterling shows the Florida visitors a good time on Bailie’s Boulders
at Oklahoma Classic Broncos Roundup.
OCBR is held at Superlift ORV Park in
Hot Springs, Arkansas. 2010 was a wonderful family oriented event (as always)
with great wheeling, good times and
122 registered Broncos. Dates for 2011
will be September 22-24th. For more
info visit: okclassicbroncos.net
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Stage 4-Link Suspension

Stage 4-Link Rear Suspensions

Our four link systems are for the Bronco enthusiast who wants to take their
rig to the next level- but without all the fuss! Our High Clearance, Dual
Triangulated design comes with everything needed for a High Articulation
Early Bronco four link.
•Axle mounts are made easy with our weld on truss assembly. Includes
upper and lower link attachments, shock mounts, coil cup & seat mounts
all custom laser cut and engineered for extra strength. Our new heavy duty
lower coil retainers keep your springs held tight under full droop.
•Frame brackets can be welded where you want them, allowing you to
stretch your wheelbase up to 2” without crossmember modiﬁcation.
•Lower links are made with the same huge 2” OD .313” wall DOM tube as
our Radius Arms, tough enough to take any abuse from trail obstacles. Blue
powdercoated and ﬁnished off with left and right hand threaded 1” rod ends
for easy adjustment.
‘
•Upper links are blue powdercoated 1 1/2” OD .120 wall DOM with left and right hand threaded 3/4” Rod ends for adjustment for varying lift
heights.
•Blue powercoated Progressive Coil Springs give approximately 5 1/2” of lift (depending on weight of/or vehicle setup). Our exclusive zinc
plated weld on Coil Buckets can be installed to achieve different ride heights.
•Zinc plated shock mount crossmember has two inboard and two outboard shock mounts, creating a more stable ride with less body roll. Includes 4 Duff shocks and lower shock mounts. No cutting into the body (only minor trimming of wheel well lip) needed with 2” body lift.
A REAL Complete Bronco speciﬁc system ready to deliver amazing articulation and offroad stability. Welding required. Exhaust modiﬁcations
likely, may require relocating a brake hose bracket or e-brake cable. We do not recommend these kits for vehicles that are driven regularly on
the road or at high speeds as the softer suspension can cause excessive body roll in a panic situation.
#5360 Stage 4-Link Rear Suspension $1,495
#5360 DIY 4-Link Suspension** $995
#5000T System T: Monster System with 4-Link, 66-75 $2995
#5001T System T: Monster System with 4-Link, 76-77 $2995

** DIY version for use with
coilovers or air shocks. Includes
upper, lower links, axle truss
assembly and frame brackets.

?’s
Not sure if this is for
you? Our techs will
help you decide.
m-f 10-6 EST
865.938.6696
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Traction. The dual triangulated design
keeps the tires on the ground- where you want
them! Much like adding traction bars to a leaf
spring suspension, the upper and lower links
locate the axle but allow it to travel up and
down and articulate without side to side and
axle wrapping motion. This puts all your power
to the wheels along with the added bonuses
of an amazingly smooth ride, reduced u-joint
failure and an improved departure angle.

Stage 4-Link Suspension

4

What is a Four Link Suspension
and why do I need one?

One Ton Stage 4-Link Suspension

Our One-Ton 4 Link Suspensions ﬁt Sterling 10 1/4, 14 Bolt and Dana 60 & 70. The contents
and speciﬁcations are all the same as our 9” kits with the exception of the axle housing truss.
The One ton systems utilizes a Heavy Duty 1/2” Plate Steel one piece truss that bolts to the
appropriate heavy duty diff guard to prevent spinning the axle tubes. Upper link mounts are
made of 3/8” plate in a low proﬁle design for maximum clearance. Dana 70HD will require
some modiﬁcation.
** DIY version for use with coilovers
#5370 4-Link Suspension for One-Ton, specify diff $1,695
or air shocks. Includes upper, lower
#5371-10 Diff Guard for Sterling 10 1/4
links, axle truss assembly and frame
#5371-14 Diff Guard for 14 Bolt
brackets.
#5370 DIY** 4-Link Suspension, specify diff $1195
#5371-67 Diff Guard for Dana 60-70
#5000V System W: Monster System & One Ton 4-Link, 66-75 $2995
All prices includes diff guard.
#5001V System W: Monster System & FW 4-Link, 76-77 $2995

Contents are the same as the 9” kit at left with the
exception of the truss and diff rings.

10 1/4 Sterling

Dana 60-70

14 Bolt
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Suspension Components

Tracking Bar Basics:

The track-bar locates the body/frame in relation to the front axle. The
track bar connects the passenger side of the front axle up to the driver
side frame rail. When you lift a Bronco, the axle shifts toward the driver
side. If the vehicle is already lifted, view it from the front and see if the
tires are centered underneath the body. Some people try to correct this
by sectioning and lengthening the stock bar, we do not recommend this,
track bar modiﬁcation is not something to be taken lightly as it holds
your front end under the vehicle! There are several ways to deal with
the axle shift. We have drop brackets to lower the stock bar at it’s frame
attaching point-- these drop the bar a standard 3”. The standard drop
bracket is included with our 3 1/2” lift kits. The heavy duty version of
this bracket comes with our 5 1/2” kit, it wraps around the frame for extra
strength as stress on the frame can lead to stress cracks in the frame rail.
The raise bracket attacks the problem from the other end by raising up the
bar’s axle side mount and is the one you need if you are doing a knuckle
ﬂip. The adjustable track bar mounts either in the original location or
with a drop or raise and has enough threaded length adjustment to cover
up to a 6” lift. It is also ideal for ﬁne tuning your adjustment.

Track
Bar
Drop
Brackets

Our basic drop bracket (included in our 3 1/2”
lifts) re-centers the front end with 3” of drop.
The shorter tracking bar on 66-75’s magniﬁes the
problem, so we’ve given that drop bracket a 2 position adjustment to match the needs of each vehicle.
Recommended for use with 3-4” of lift. Comes blue
powdercoated with mounting hardware. Welding is
required.
#5405 66-75 $49
#5401 76-77 $49
#5401

Heavy Duty Track Bar
Drop Brackets

Our heavy duty brackets still drops the track
bar 3” but with a wraparound design that
completely covers the stock bracket and reinforces the frame. Made of heavy duty 1/4”
plate steel, includes hardware. Recommended
for use with 35”+ tires and a must have for
rock crawlers. Included in our 5.5” systems.
#5407 66-75 $99
#5409 76-77 $99

Adjustable Track Bar
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With up to 3” of adjustability this will allow you to ﬁne tune
your track bar to get the front end centered under your rig and
help correct steering woes. Work with up to 6” of lift on 66-77,
9” of lift on 78-79. Black powdercoated, includes poly bushings.
#5403 Adj. Track Bar, 66-75 $139.95
#5404 Adj. Track Bar, 76-77 $139.95
#5408 Adj. Track Bar, 78-79 Bronco $149.95

#5409
#5407

Track Bar Raise Bracket

We now have an alternative to the drop bracket-- the raise
bracket aligns the track bar from the bottom by raising the axle
mounting location. Necessary for installation of our Knuckle Flip
Kit. For use with 3.5”+ lift. Comes black painted with mounting
hardware. Welding is required.
#5406 Tracking Bar Raise Bracket, 66-77 $69

All of our springs feature Teﬂon wear pads (for quiet operation and
less friction), tapered ends and double wrap main eye mounting
for superior strength, maximum articulation and ride quality. All
springs come with spring-eye bushings. We specially engineer our
springs to provide better resistance to axle wrap, give maximum
articulation and longevity, while providing an excellent ride.

Our “Old Blue” showing her stuff: 3.5” “Monster” with HD
11 leafs +2” Body lift with 35x15.5 TSL SX on 15x10 rims

11 Leaf Springs

Medium duty springs are recommended for stock to lighter weight vehicles. Not
intended for trailer towing. The heavy duty springs are designed with added
weight capacity for a hard top, tire carrier, or rear passengers on a regular
basis. With these springs, ride and articulation are not hampered in order to
handle the extra weight. These leafs work great for handling the extra load of
heavy bumpers combined with all the necessary tools and spare parts that go
along with trail use. If you have any questions please give us a call. We’d be
happy to discuss with you about which leaf packs will best suit your needs.
#5570 3 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Heavy Duty, pair $459
#5580 3 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Medium Duty, pair $459
#5585 5 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Medium Duty, pair $459
#5600 5 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf Springs, Heavy Duty, pair $459

Suspension Components

Leaf Spring Basics:

Medium Duty Spring:
For Stock or lighter weight vehicles.
Soft Top, stock bumpers.
Not intended for trailer towing.

Heavy Duty Spring:
For Heavier vehicles. Frequent rear
passengers, Gas Can, Hard Top,
Heavy Bumpers, Tools & Parts,
Large Spare Tire, Ice Chest

Shackle Bushings & Hardware

When replacing your springs replace your old & worn out
bushings & rusted hardware. #6380 includes spring eye,
shackle bushings and sleeves for 2 1/4” springs. #6381 is
shackle bushings only. Bolt kit includes Grade 8 replacement
bolts, nuts & washers for springs & shackles.
#6380 2 1/4” wide $35
#6381 Shackle Bushings $15
#6385 Spring & Shackle Replacement Bolt Set $20

U-Bolts

Made of high strength 1541
material so they won’t stretch.
1 3/4” longer than original
with rolled ﬁne threads and
Zinc plated for corrosion resistance. Lock nuts included.
#5920 66-75 Bronco $35
#5924 76-77 Bronco $35

Solid Steel Leaf Shims

Improper pinion angle can lead to driveline vibration
and premature u-joint & cv-joint failure. Not all 3 1/2” lifts will
require a pinion adjustment but going up to 5 1/2” will result in a
driveline angle that will need corrected. These steel shims bolt on
to the bottom of your leaf packs with longer center pins included.
To determine the proper amount we recommend taking measurements before and after installing your suspension. The optimum
angle is 2°. For more measuring info, please call.
#5542 2° Leaf Shim Kit $49
#5544 4° Leaf Shim Kit $49
#5546 6° Leaf Shim Kit $49
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Traction Bars

Traction Bar Basics:

Traction Bars hold the axle in place during acceleration and
braking. This improves traction and directional stability on
raised vehicles especially. Overall, they help eliminate shackle
and driveshaft problems during sudden stops, hill climbing and
rough trails. They also reduce the chance of broken springs
due to rough terrain with heavy loads. Excellent for high
horsepower rigs used in the sand dunes or for mudding. They
help to control wheel hop and axle wrap (the Bronco “clunk”).
When used with our double shocks and high strength U-bolts
they will reduce broken u-joints.

Classic Traction Bars
Axle Wrap: The rear axle rotating in the U-bolts.
Repeated axle rotation causes wear on the driveshaft,
U-joints, U-Bolts and axle housing.

Simple in design and function, attach above the springs so they
don’t catch on trail obstacles. Come black painted with blue
polyurethane bushings. Will not ﬁt with overloads.
#5300 66-77 Bronco, 78+up Big Bronco & F150 $99.95

Bronco “clunk”: Caused by the driveshaft snapping from
extended to shortened position on acceleration due to the
axle’s rotation.

Torque Tamer Long Travel Traction Bar
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With low-geared axles and high torque motors, soft long travel leaf
springs distort under power—this can cause damage to springs and
blow u-joints. Ordinary long tube, ﬁxed mount traction bars limit
travel as the rear axle cycles up and down because the axle also needs
to move back and forth. Our new traction bar has a
“V” frame designed center link for strength
and utilizes a specially designed shackle to
eliminate axle wrap. The bar runs between the
mufﬂers, paralleling the drive line; protecting
it. It also maintains proper u-joint and CV angles
under power. The main bar attaches to a high clearance cross-member and shackle. The crossmember mounts up between the frame
rails for maximum clearance and helps
protect your CV joint and output shaft
from trail obstacles. Compatible with our
Dual Exhaust system; other systems may require
some modiﬁcation. Welding brackets to the housing is
required. Kit now includes two sets of axle brackets in order
to ﬁt either early or late 9” axle housings.
#5326 Torque Tamer, 1966-77 Bronco $289

We avoided body lifts for years, mostly because of safety issues.
We’ve seen too many unsafe and improperly installed kits. By creating a line of accessories to install with a body lift, we have virtually
eliminated the need for cutting and welding. Along with giving
you a checklist of possible problems associated with a body lift, we
ﬁnally feel comfortable selling them. Some of the things you may
have to address, depending on your vehicle, are:
Radiator/Fan Shroud: Many don’t believe it is necessary to move
the radiator when body lifting. We do. For proper cooling system
efﬁciency, your radiator (and shroud) should be centered in front of
your fan. We have added 2” drop brackets for lowering yours back
down to stock height.
#3111 Extended Lower Radiator Brackets, set $49.75
Shift linkage: C4’s will need extended shift linkage. We prefer this
simple bolt on extension, otherwise cutting and welding an extension into the linkage is necessary. Attaches to the stock shift bar at
the transmission and extends it to connect to the stock linkage.
#2109 C4 Shift Linkage Extension, 2” Body Lift $25

2” Body Lift

These kits will give that extra bit of clearance around the tires.
These 2” poly blocks will not deteriorate and mount between the
body and frame. We recommend that the body mounts (#6391) be
replaced at the same time. Comes with detailed instructions and
necessary bolts, washers and components. Use of the accessories
sold separately and or professional welding required. Combo kit
includes body mounts and appropriate hardware.
#6425 2” Body Lift, 66-77 Bronco $109.50
#6435 2” Body Lift, Body Mounts & Hardware Combo $149.95

Body Lifts & Components

Body Lift Basics:

Clutch rod: Replaces the stock clutch linkage rod. Otherwise cutting
and welding an extension into the linkage is necessary.
#2108 Extended Clutch Linkage, 2” Body Lift $25

#2108 $25
#2109
$25

Brake Lines from Master Cylinder to the Proportioning valve
or Block valve: These stainless steel braided hoses replace the old
factory rubber and hard line hoses from the master cylinder to the
proportioning valve. See page 29 for complete description.
#3742CK Stainless Brake Lines $89
Gas tank ﬁller hoses: See page 41 for complete descriptions.
#4407 $24.95 or #4408 Gas Filler Hose $19.50
E-Brake Cables: High quality, easy to install universal replacement
cable can replace any of the three sections on all years. See page 29
for complete description.
#3756 Universal Cable (3 needed) $35 each
Bumper Height: Body lifts will create a gap between your bumpers
and body. You may feel its necessary to move up your bumpers. We
also have body lift versions of our Bumpers.

Blue Billet 2”
Body Lift

For the Bronco owner who
wants to go that little extra
bit in the details we have this
great looking body lift. This
new kit includes blue anodized
aluminum body spacers, detailed
instructions and necessary bolts and washers. We recommend that
the body mounts (#6391) be replaced at the same time. Use of the
accessories sold separately and or professional welding required.
#6430 Blue Billet 2” Body Lift, 66-77 Bronco $149.95
#6440 Blue Billet 2” BL, Body Mts & Hardware Combo $199.95
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Polyurethane Bushings

Why Polyurethane Bushings?

Twenty-ﬁve miles south of Ensenada in the 1969 Baja 500, our stock rubber bushings
actually disappeared! By our next race, we had installed urethane strut arm bushings
(in black to get by race ofﬁcials.) The black urethane bushings drew little attention
until we decided to offer them in blue. Polyurethane is far superior to rubber because
it is not degraded by ozone, is wear resistant, and is self lubricating. It also withstands
temperature extremes, absorbs vibrations and is resistant to automotive and road
chemicals. After the struts, the tracking bar and C-bushings were quick to follow. Each
bushing’s rebound and compression needs were determined and then the bushings were
formulated and engineered for optimum performance. C-Bushings have actually been
known to fall out. We patented our C-Bushings with retaining lips to keep them from
slipping out, and various degrees of caster adjustment for proper alignment. Beware,
other brands are hand poured which are poor quality due to inconsistencies in the
material. We use injection molding for the best quality bushings available!

“C” Bushings

With positive caster adjustment built in, our C bushings will help
recover the steering control lost from lift kits and wear and tear.
We designed special retaining
lips to counteract the “slipout” problem, experienced
especially by 78-79 F150s
& Broncos. The lips also hold
the front axle ﬁrmly in place. These are the best quality injection
molded bushings available. Fit 66-79 Broncos, F100 & F150s.
#6002 2° C Bushings, stock height $29
#6004 4° C Bushings, 1 - 2 1/2” lift $29
#6006 6.25° C Bushings, 3 - 4” lift (5.5” with #5350) $29
#6007 7° C Bushings, 4.5”+ lift $39

Tracking Bar
Bushings

Stock bushings go away fast— kissing
curbs will even do it! Worn out tracking bar bushings are the number one
cause of front end shimmy. These are
two piece polyurethane with metal sleeves for easy installation
in minutes. Included in our 14 pc. kits. Note: #6109 is for 76-77
Broncos which have an oval bushing at one end of the track bar.
#6108 66-75 Bronco, 66-79 F100-50, 78-79 Bronco $11.50
#6109 76-77 Bronco with disc brakes $11.50

Shock End Bushings
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Blue polyurethane shock ends. These styles ﬁt most applications.
1 pack does 2 ends.
#6200 Top Spear Stud 7/16” I.D. x 1 1/4” OD $5
#6202 Eye Mt. Hourglass 5/8” I.D. 1 1/2” long $5

14 piece Bushing Kit

This kit contains injection molded C bushings, strut arm bushings,
split tracking bar bushings and sleeves. When you have the front
end apart, it makes good sense to replace all the bushings at once,
and you save money over purchasing individually. The kit ﬁts
66-79 Broncos, F100 & F150s. The best way to determine which
kit your truck needs is to have a caster reading taken at a front
end shop. However, our experience has lead us to the following
general applications.
#6502* 2° Kit, for stock height $49
#6504* 4° Kit, up to 2.5” lift (or higher with #5350 Radius
Arms or #5430 Drop Brackets) $49
#6506* 6.25° Kit, 3 - 4” lift $49
#6507* 7° Kit, 4.5”+ lift $59
*NOTE: To order, add “E” for 66-75 / “L” for 76-77

Strut Arm Bushings

Rubber strut arm bushings allow wheel
movement backward and forward, which
creates the pulling associated with panic
stops. Our durable polyurethane bushings hold
the front end ﬁrmly in place for greater control.
#6100 66-79 Bronco, F100 thru F350 (2/4WD) $19
#6102 80-91 Bronco, F100 thru 350 & E350 (2/4WD)$19

Stock rear bump stops are too small and soft for the job and are frequently
torn or missing. These are a progressive design which means the harder you
come down on them, the more cushion comes into effect. For F150s or
Broncos with 3” or more of lift use the heavy duty #6310 bump stops.
#6300 Front EB, F100 & F150, front, all heights $10.95
#6305 Rear Broncos only, stock $12.95
#6310 Rear Broncos**, 3”+ & F Series (all) $45
#6311 Mounting Plates, 66-77 Bronco, rear $29.95
#6312 Complete 2” Lift Set: #6300, 6310 & 6311 $76
#6315 Complete 3.5+” Lift Set: 2-#6310, 1 #6311 $99.95
**EBs require #6311, mounting plates to match frame holes.

#6305

#6315

Body Mounts
& Hardware

#6312

Polyurethane Bushings

Progressive Axle Bump Stops

Do you have excessive body roll, a sagging or misaligned body? Its probably
due to rotted out stock rubber
body mounts. A must for anyone
doing a frame up restoration or
body lift. These high quality
injection molded mounts includes
bolts & washers for non-body lifted height vehicles. Includes zinc
plated replacement inner sleeves,
washers and Nyloc Nuts. Fit 66-77.
#6391 Body Mounts & Hardware $99.95* *For combo kits with Body Lifts see pg. 23

Transfer Case Mounts
24 hrs on the web
www.jamesduff.com
or fax (865) 938.6746

Axle Pivot
or I-Beam
Bushings

We recommend replacing these with a lift because rubber ones
will wear out quickly due to increased angles
and access is easy at the time. For use with
the original outer sleeves. You can drill,
cut, or burn the old ones out. Fit 2/4WD,
F150-F350, Big Bronco, Ranger, Bronco II &
Explorer. Not for trucks with oval bushings.
#6390 Axle Pivot Bushings $19.95

Most rubber mounts have deteriorated from oil and grease or
worn out from age. This set of 4 durable urethane pieces with
zinc plated washers are easy to install at home with basic tools.
#6399 Transfer Case Mounts $29.95

Spring Eye Bushings

Replace your old & worn out bushings. Fit 66-77.
#6380 Spring Eyes & Shackles 2 1/4” wide $35
#6381 Shackle Bushings only $15
#6385 Spring & Shackle Bolt Set $20

Sway Bar Bushings

#6324 Ft 80+ F150, Bronco, 1 1/8” Bar and
Rear 78-9 Bronco /F150, 1 1/8” Bar $19.95
#6327 Ft 74-77 Bronco, 1” Bar $19.95
#6336 Rear 3/4” Bar $19.95
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Steering

Ultimate Power Steering System

A brand new custom built power steering box that bolts directly to the Early Bronco frame
with NO drilling required! Direct bolt up means this system is as easy as it gets for adding the much needed addition of power steering to your Early Bronco. Our system uses a
slightly modiﬁed version of our tried and true Saginaw Pump matched with
our specially built tight tolerance (for less slack in the wheel) steering box.
Short 3 1/3 turn box means quick response and excellent control
for a “sporty” more modern feel. Cast in gussets on the box make it
stronger and less susceptible to cracking. The stock pitman arm bolts
right up. Sits the same distance below the frame as a stock box so
factory steering geometry is maintained. Comes with all necessary components including: Box, Zinc plated pump mounting bracket, Zinc plated
adjusting bracket, pressure hose, return hose, aluminum pulley for the steering pump, steering shaft coupler and all necessary hardware. 2 groove V-Pulleys
for crank and water pump are necessary.
HD Mount Kit includes a 3/8” thick reinforcement plate, sleeve and hardware
to notch and reinforce the frame in order to utilize the fourth ear on the steering
box. Highly recommended for anyone running over a 35” tire or ram assist.
#3227 Ultimate Power Steering System $1099
RACE
#3230 Optional Heavy Duty Mount Kit $29.95

TESTED

rock

Shown with
#3230 Optional
Heavy Duty
Mount Kit

proven
Thank you, thank you, thank you! This past spring I purchased and installed
your Ultimate Power Steering Kit. Unbelievable. I bought my ‘71 in ‘85 and
tolerated the manual steering until ‘93. It has lockers front and rear, combined with the manual steering that meant that I could go over anything, but
around nothing. When the manual box ﬁnally gave out I tried a Ford 2WD
setup but the bump steer was ridiculous. I then went with a used Bronco
system. Yuck! Slow ratio and pumps that whined and failed every six months.
Finally I saw this Ultimate system and after much debate, bit the bullet and
bought it. I giggle everytime I turn the wheel. I’ve always loved my Bronco,
but nothing like I do now. Thank you James Duff!!! —C. Lear

Power Steering Cooler

Order/Tech
m-f 10-6 eastern
865.938.6696
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Slow speed four wheeling, big tires or a front locker make the power steering
pump work harder. This produces excessive heat buildup,
which if not released will drastically shorten
the
life of the pump and the box seals. Ensure the
longevity of your power steering system with the
addition of this heavy duty four pass ﬂuid cooler.
3/4” x 5” x 7.5” cooler is designed to ﬁt in front
of the core support for optimum airﬂow and
cooling. Comes with necessary hose and clamps
for mounting. A must have for any serious four
wheeler.
#3127 Power Steering Cooler $89.95

#5473

A drop pitman arm is not required on all lifted vehicles. If you have already installed
your suspension system and are experiencing excessive bump steer or excessive wear on
the drag link is apparent then install a drop pitman arm to cure this.
#5473 Drop Pitman Arm 66-75 $64.75
#5474 Drop Pitman Arm 76-77 $69.75

Adjustable Track Bars

With up to 3” of adjustability this will get the front end centered under
your rig and help correct steering woes. Work with up to 6” of lift on
66-77, 9” of lift on 78-79. Black powdercoated, includes poly bushings.
#5403 Adj. Track Bar, 66-75 $139.95
#5404 Adj. Track Bar, 76-77 $139.95
#5408 Adj. Track Bar, 78-79 Bronco $149.95

#5474

Steering

Drop Pitman Arms

Tie Rod & Drag Link

OEM style rubber end boots included. Stock style adjustable drag
link for T-style steering allows proper alignment. Street legal all
50 states. Works with up to 6” of lift.
#5470 Tie Rod 66-75 T-type, complete $210
#5471 Drag Link 66-75 T-type $220
#5479A Adj. Drag Link, 66-75 $179

Heim Joint Steering Systems

Replace your weak or rock rashed stock steering with one
of our tough new steering systems. We use 1.25” DOM with
a .2815” wall thickness threaded (no weld in insert) for
maximum strength and clearance. We attach the drag link
to the tie rod via a saddle to maintain factory geometry
and to eliminate the use of long spacers and additional
torque on the passenger side knuckle. We use misalignment
spacers around the high quality Teﬂon lined 3/4” rod ends
and GR8 bolts to prevent binding and allow full articulation of the joint. Requires drilling out your knuckles and
pitman arm to 3/4” (except with our new knuckles that are
machined 3/4”). Can be installed over or under the knuckle
with included hardware. We include all metal lock nuts and
cotter pins to drill and secure everything in place. Comes
black powdercoated with detailed instructions.
We carry two basic setups:
Setup A: Measures 48” (knuckle to knuckle) Fits 66-75 drum knuckles, or disc conversions using Duff, Chevy or the 79 F150/Bronco knuckle
Setup B: Measures 51” (knuckle to knuckle) Fits 76-77 Ford Disc knuckles
To get you the correct one we need two measurements on your vehicle; from center to center of your knuckles where the tie rod goes
through and from the center of the pitman arm to the center of the PASSENGER side knuckle. These kits are based on a stock location
steering box. We want both of these measurements because they will vary depending on lift height, steering box and the front end/
knuckle setup you have. Also note that there is a signiﬁcant amount of adjustment with 2 joints on each linkage.
Check your local regulations before ordering as some states will not pass
inspection with heim joints in the steering system.
#5640-A Setup A $359
#5640-B Setup B $379
#5640-C Call for pricing on custom setups
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Brakes

Front Disc Brake Conversion

Are you tired of front brakes that fade after repeated
use and go away completely when wet? If so, then this
conversion kit is the one for you! We developed this kit
for 71-75 Broncos and F150s with ball joint Dana 44
front axles originally equipped with drum brakes; it
will not ﬁt Dana 30s.
The stars of this kit are our knuckles. We took the
best of each of the Dana 44 knuckles and added .30
thickness in the weak areas and kept the maximum
offset for wheel clearance. We’ve now made the
give us a call
knuckles more versatile by machining them 3/4”
M-F 10-6 EST
straight through (ready for bolts for heim steering
systems) or use our machined adapters (included) from
865.938.6696
the top or bottom to use stock style steering. The knuckles
and hangers utilize nodular cast iron which is actually heavier duty than Ford and other weak stamped
steel brakes! Our kit includes knuckles, caliper hangers (mounting brackets), rebuilt calipers, brake pads,
brake hoses, hubs, 11” rotors, banjo bolts, spindles w/nuts and studs. Proportioning Valve, Bearings & Seals and Ball Joints are
sold separately (as some like to reuse or source on their own.) You may need these when installing disc brakes. This kit
will work only with the early style wheel to wheel tie rod & 71-75 F150’s, not inverted Y tie rods.
#3730 Ft. Disc Brake Conversion Kit $999
#3737 Disc Brake & Knuckle Flip Conversion Kit $1285
#3731 Knuckles & Caliper Hangers Only* $459
Better than OEM these
#3735 Tapered 3/4” Adapter Sleeve $17.50 ea.
high quality joints are splined to prevent slipping.
Includes one upper and one lower, does one side. Two
*For the budget minded who want to piece together
sets are needed for a front end.
their own kit. Does not include knuckle adapter sleeves.
#3825 Ball Joint, Upper & Lower, pair $55

?’s

Balljoints

Tie Rod Over Knuckle Flip Kit,
Adjustable Tie Rod & Drag Link
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We know that there are rocks and stumps out there with your tie
rod’s name on them! To keep them out of harm’s way we developed this kit to relocate the tie rod on top of the knuckle, 3”
higher than stock! This creates a ﬂatter drag link which helps
reduce bump steer. Works on any Ford Disc Braked Dana 44 (large
#3729
#3729 Tie
Tie Rod
Rod over
over Knuckle
Knuckle Complete
Complete Kit
Kit
5 bolt pattern) including our conversion. Includes our Knuckles
with machined adapters (as described above), adjustable steering
stops, new spindle studs and nuts, adjustable drag link and two-way adjustable tie rod. Available as an option on our Disc Brake Conversion or as a stand
alone kit. Requires a stock 67-75 pitman arm or our drop pitman arm. 76-77
require use of our #5406 Track Bar Raise Bracket (See pg.
20). Adjustable tie rod and drag link are also available
separately for precise steering alignments and equal side
to side turning radius.
#3729 Tie Rod over Knuckle Complete Kit $695
#5478 Adjustable Tie Rod $295
#5479 Adjustable Drag Link $179

Brakes

Rear Disc Brake Conversion

This kit is a direct bolt on, comprised of completely
new parts — no junkyard salvaging or piecing
together! It utilizes readily available GM style
calipers and pads and replaces the backing
plate and drum assembly. Works with your
stock axles, requires no machining or special
axles. Works with all types of 9” axles currently available. Available with or without park
brake.
Kit Includes: 11 9/16” rotors with 5 x 5 1/2” bolt
pattern (not re-drilled or universal), Zinc plated
Caliper Brackets (clockable to allow different caliper
positions, making it compatible with most dual shock
mounts), spacer plates, Calipers (with or without park brake),
Brake hoses from caliper to hard line and brackets for mounting the
junction. Park brake kit also includes: cable to caliper adapters to connect the
park brake cable to the caliper.
#3716 9” Rear Disc Kit, 3/8” retaining bolts $589
#3717 9” Rear Disc Kit, 1/2” retaining bolts $589
#3718 9” Rear Disc Kit, with park brake, 3/8” retaining bolts $899

Stock Length
OE Style Brake Hoses

I just wanted to let you know that I was
impressed with your customer service
(assisting) with the power steering and
brakes for my Bronco the other day. I had
heard good things from my friends about
James Duff and I am deﬁnitely pleased.
Regards, S. Schulte
Black Mountain ORV
Park in Harlan County,
Kentucky is a beautiful park founded in the
heart of Coal Country.
harlancountytrails.com
We visit this area both
with the KY Mountain
Crawlers (kymc.org) and
with the MEB (earlybroncos.com) during
Fawl Crawl in October.

DOT approved factory style and length hoses.
#3734 Ft. discs to diff, pair (requires adapters on 76-77 Dana 44) $59
#3748 Passenger Front, 76-77 $49.50
#3749 Driver Front, 76-77 $49.50
#3752 Rear diff to frame 66-77 $42.50
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Brakes

Power Brake Booster Kit

Braided Stainless Master
Cylinder to Proportioning
Valve Lines

These stainless steel braided hoses replace
the old factory rubber hoses and hard line
from the master cylinder to the proportioning valve. Sold in pairs. To eliminate the
guesswork, our complete kit includes all
ﬁttings for stock variations and Duff applications.

Proportioning Valve Frame
Bracket

Stock replacement to ﬁt on the frame rail. Works with stock and
most aftermarket prop valves. Black painted, includes bolts for prop
valve. #3738 Prop Valve Bracket $15

Proportioning Valve
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Necessary for stock Discs or our Front
Disc Brake Kit. These valves distribute
pressure properly to the front and rear
brakes. Two different valves one for disc/
drum the other for disc/disc. Electric plug for the wiring brake
warning light (sold separately) It comes on if there is a pressure
difference between the front and rear indicating a leaking line,
caliper or wheel cylinder.
#3746 Disc/Drum $89
#3747 Disc/Disc $89
#3739 Brake Light Warning Wiring $10

Speciﬁcally designed for the Early Bronco, our system brings the
Bronco’s hydraulic brake system up to modern standards. This
Premium 8” Vacuum brake booster provides better power brakes
without denting the inner fender well! This brand new (not rebuilt)
booster is cadmium plated for superior corrosion resistance and long
lasting good looks. Uses a similar booster bracket design as factory,
for optimum reliability and linkage alignment. We’ve included everything you’ll need
except the brake ﬂuid, even a pair of hoses
to go between the master cylinder and
the proportioning valve or block valve.
Stainless Steel Braid Hoses feature a
smaller inner diameter over stock
rubber hoses and won’t swell- which
means increased performance and
improved brake feel. Plus there is
NO fabricating brake lines to make
it all work!
#3707 1 1/8” bore Master
Cylinder Booster Kit $435

OEM Style Brake
Booster Bracket

This booster bracket is styled after
Ford’s 76-77
bracket, modiﬁed to accommodate disc
or drum brakes on
66-77 Broncos with 6 cylinder or V8, even 351. This blue powder
coated bracket comes with gold zinc plated bell crank, clevis pins,
adjustable push rod and accordion boot for the hole in the ﬁrewall.
Designed for use with stock style booster. Requires clearancing
the fender well. Many people are also using this to mount custom
hydroboost setups with some modiﬁcations.
#3700 Power Brake Booster Bracket $145

“Thanks for the help and technical knowhow to complete my dream Bronco.”
—Todd Krienke, Yakima, WA

Adjustable
Proportioning Valve

Works great for front Disc/Drum or Disc/Disc
applications. Helps eliminate premature rear
wheel lock up. Easy turn dial means near inﬁnite
ability to ﬁne-tune the front to rear brake bias.
#3745 Adjustable Proportioning Valve $59

Brakes

E-Brake Cables

This high quality, easy to install universal
replacement cable can replace any one of the
3 pieces necessary to run the length of your
66-77. It differs from the original only in the
fact that it is longer and can be shortened
to replace any of the three. Replacing your
cables is a must if you’ve lifted your rig and
your stock cables are tight, working against
you as a limiting strap!
#3756 Universal Cable $35 each

shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

If this is what you have resorted to
for your E-Brake, it might be time to
replace those E-brake cables.

Extended Length Stainless
Braided Brake Hoses

Lifted Broncos with lots of travel
need longer brake lines to get the
most from the suspension. Our custom
lines are stainless steel and DOT approved for
street legality as well as being longer to accommodate suspension travel. These lines won’t swell
under pressure like rubber ones. Smaller inside
diameter increases pedal feel and brake
response. Beware many
replacement lines are not DOT
approved! We have these specially made so you
don’t have to guess when it comes to the safety and soundness of your brakes. Fits stock to 6” lifted 66*-77 Broncos.
Note: *66 & 67 may need adapted to ﬁt front hose.
#3931 Stainless Braided Hoses, 0-6” lift, 66-77, pair $79

Jason Kindschuh does a face plant on Jagged Edge at Superlift ORV
Park during the OCBR Roundup. He spent a long 5 minutes anchored
on the brakes ‘til the calvary got him down!
Oklahoma Classic Broncos Roundup is held at Superlift ORV Park in
Hot Springs, Arkansas. A family oriented event with great wheeling,
good times and 122 registered Broncos in 2010. Dates for 2011 will
be September 22-24th. For more info visit: okclassicbroncos.net
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Drivetrain

Warn Hubs

For the ultimate in hubs,
the name Warn says it
all. Alloy housing and
internal wave spring
ensure positive engagement of four wheel drive to
the front end. If you’re tired
of your stock Ford hubs with worn out springs and collars, these
make a quick and worthwhile replacement to end hassles forever.
Warn Lifetime Warranty. Choose standard hub with plastic dial
or the Premium Hub with Brass plated Aluminum dial. Fits 66-96
Bronco and F-150.
#5905 Standard Hubs $94.95 pair
#5910 Premium Hubs $114.95 pair

Hub Tool

Keep this item in your tool box at all times! It
is necessary for front bearing, brake or inner
axle shaft work. Don’t let anyone use a chisel
and screwdriver on your lock nuts as this not
only damages them but guarantees an improperly torqued wheel bearing. This can lead to
bearing failure or even the whole hub, rotor,
tire and wheel coming off! Uses 1/2” drive.
Works on Dana 30, 44 and Warn Full Floaters.
#5900 Hub Tool $19

Wheel Hubs

For disc brakes, studs included.
#3736 Ft. Hub, 76-77, each $95

always ﬁnd the latest at www.jamesduff.com

LubeLocker Gaskets

If you’re tired of beating your diff
cover with a hammer, spending
forever trying to getting the old
RTV off, picking all the little
ﬂakes off the ring gear, making
a mess trying to get the cover on,
cleaning the extra RTV off the axle, and
then waiting for it to setup before you can add oil, then
Throw away your RTV—LubeLocker Gaskets are the way to go.
Rubber coated, steel core construction with elastomer
beading makes for an excellent seal.
#5767-1 Dana 30 LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-2 Dana 44 LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-3 Ford 9” LubeLocker $22.50
#5767-6 Dana 60 LubeLocker $22.50

“JD is #1 when it comes to
getting those “hard to ﬁnd”
items. You sell top of the
line parts. I recommend your
company to all my friends
and Bronco owners for great
service and parts.”
—F. Todd Virginia
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Wheel Bearings
and Seal Kit

Each kit includes an inner and outer
bearing with races and an inner wheel
seal. A great addition to our disc brake
kit. One kit needed per side.
#3840 Dana 44 Bearing Kit $45

Dana 44 Spindles

High quality spindles mean durability and longevity.
Come with interior needle bearings.
#3733 Spindles, 76-77, pr. $199

Spindle Nuts

Includes inner & outer nut and lock ring.
Fit Dana 30 or Dana 44, per side.
#3728 Spindle Nuts, per side $13.95

Inner Spindle Bearing,
Shims and V Seal Kit

Replaces the existing inner spindle bearing
(the bearing inside the spindle that the axle
rides on). Comes with necessary shims and
seals including the V seal that installs on the
axle and rides against the spindle.
#3842 Inner Spindle Bearing, Shims & V Seal Kit $10.50

The best needle bearing u-joints on the market. We use these heavy
duty, high quality greaseless Spicer U-joints because let’s face it, no
one greases the greasable as they should and these take the abuse!
Part#
3815-10
3815-30
3815-50
3765-44
3765-60

Application
1310 Driveshaft
1330 Driveshaft
1350 Driveshaft
Dana 44 Axle
Dana 60 Axle

Cap Dia.
1.060
1.060
1.185
1.185
1.375

Clip-Clip
3.225
3.635
2.225
2.225
3.090

Price Ea.
$19.95
$21.95
$24.95
$29.95
$39.95

Dana 44
1310

Hi Ho Silver and the
Pony joined Stacey
David’s Crazy Horse in
his Nashville Studio for
his show “Gearz”. Stacey
interviewed James about
his racing days and the
history of the Pony. Then
Suzy about the future
of JDI and Mark about
the mods JDI did to Ted
Nugent’s Full Size Bronco
for the show. For more
info: staceydavid.com or
gearztv.com

Long Travel Driveshafts

Our long travel driveshafts are perfect for suspensions with lots
of ﬂex! The last thing you want at full droop is your driveline
coming apart! Our high quality drivelines feature full length
splines for lots of travel. DOM with a steel center Spicer CV
housing, and heavy duty greaseless Spicer 1310 U-joints. Come
ready to install, precision balanced for long lasting vibration
free operation and painted black for rust prevention. To ensure
that the shaft will be the proper length, measure from yoke face
to yoke face, as shown in the diagram below. #3813 sold below
will be necessary to convert 66-69 (Borg Warner style) to (Spicer
1310 style). 12 month/12,000 miles warranty against failure due
to manufacturers defects.
#3818 Front Long Travel Driveshaft $349
#3819 Rear Long Travel Driveshaft $349

?’s on measuring?
just give us a call m-f 10-6
eastern 865.938.6696

Drivetrain

Spicer Driveshaft & Axle U-Joints

#3813

Spicer Driveshafts

Heavy duty, high quality Spicer
driveshafts come fully assembled with
CV and U-joints. Designed speciﬁcally for
stock height or Broncos with 2-3.5” of lift. *#3813
can be used to convert 66-69 (Borg Warner style) to
70-77 (Spicer 1310 style) driveshaft front & rear.
Boot not included. To ensure that the shaft will
be the proper length, measure from yoke face
to yoke face, as shown in the diagram above.
12 month/12,000 miles warranty against
failure due to manufacturers defects.
#3811 Front, 66-69* 70-77 $289
#3812 Rear, 66-69* 70-77 $289
#3813 Yoke/Flange, 66-69 $79
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Transfercase & Transmission

NV3550 Transmission and Adapter

4 to 1 low ﬁrst gear and .22% overdrive means excellent driveability both on and off road. This transmission is great as a
daily driver and weekend wheeler. Its smaller overall size lends itself easily to swapping in without the need for relocating the transfer case or driveline changes. This transmission has a 300 lb.-ft Torque rating with
a 7,200# GVWR (11,000# GCW). Required to do this swap is an adapter from the transmission
to a stock bellhousing complete with clutch disk and an adapter to the transfer case with
shifter bracket, cross member mounting kit, shifter knob and handle. At least a
1” body lift eases installation. J shift T-cases require use of twin stick.
#3670 NV3550 Complete Swap Kit $2595 (includes everything listed below)
#3671 NV3550 Transmission, Rebuilt $1799
#3672 NV3550 to Dana 20 Transfercase and T-case shifter bracket $478
#3673 Adapter from transmission to stock Bellhousing and clutch disk $273
#3674 Crossmember mounting kit $189
#3676 Shifter Handle, 2003+ Trans $29
#3677 Shifter Handle, Square Trans base $29

Billet Shifter Knobs

Brushed Billet aluminum shifter knob CNC’d with NV 3550 shift
pattern. Threaded 3/8”-16 but will likely need to be easily drilled
and tapped to ﬁt most 3550 shifters. Includes jam nut.
#2161-3550 Billet NV 3550 Knob $35
Joe Rizzo’s NV3350
shifter installation with
a Duff Transfer Case
Shifter. @Paragon for
the MEB Bronco 40th.

Atlas II Transfer Case

The Advance Adapter Atlas II is an unbelievably strong 2 Speed replacement case. With a 3.8, 4.3
or 5.0:1 low range, it gives the beneﬁts of lower gears for crawling and allows for higher gears in
the axles to maintain highway comfort and gas mileage. Twin stick shifter
with shift on the ﬂy capability with synchronized gears. Unit comes fully
assembled ready to be installed with CV style output yokes. Rear drive line
will need to be shortened, as the Atlas is 2.5-3.5” longer (depending on
tranny output.) Front drive line may have to be lengthened. A 2” body lift
is highly recommended for installation. Please note we can also order the
4 Speed Atlas but it is a very involved installation. Due to the various
options available please call for more info this special order item.
#3440 Atlas Transfer Case, 4.3 Low Range $2395
#3441 Atlas Transfer Case, 3.8 Low Range $2395
#3444 Atlas Transfer Case, 5.0 Low Range $2395
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Hi Ho Loco has an Atlas II 5.0 Transfer Case with cable shifters mated
to an Art Carr’d C6. Our #5350 Radius Arms with Coilovers hold a
Dana 60 under the front. Our One Ton 4 Link secures a 10.25 Sterling
running 42” Iroks under the back. Wheelbase is stretched to 97”
(2.5” F/R) under the 8” narrowed body with a 3” body lift.

Order/ Tech Line
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

This setup will give a Bronco a super low 1st gear approximately double that
of the stock 3-speed. The NP435 can be found in 67-83 F100-F350. The T18
can be found in 68-82 F100-F250. The trans you select must have a 28 spline
output shaft. The new overall length of the NP435 and the adapter will directly
replace the original V8 assembly, so no driveshaft modiﬁcation is necessary. The
T18 and adapter are approximately 1” longer than the original V8 assembly so
driveshaft mods are necessary. This kit includes a machined aluminum adapter
housing, gaskets and bolts. The gearshift handle will have to be rebent to come
out under the dash. Mods to the ﬂoorboard will also be necessary.
#3555 NP435 & T18 to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $440

C4 Automatic

These parts are just like the stock 73-77 Bronco parts no longer available from Ford. This kit consists of a new main shaft,
tailhousing, bearing retainer, seal and hardware. The installation
is easy since the crossmember bolts directly to the new tail section. Your 3-speed drive sleeve might need shortened to use with
the new output shaft. No driveshaft modiﬁcations are necessary.
An aftermarket shifter or C4 Auto shifter from a Mustang, Pinto or
73-77 Bronco will be needed.
#3510 C4 to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $479

C6 Automatic

If you want the extra strength of a C6 trans, this is the adapter
kit to use. The modiﬁcations are a bit more extensive than for the
C4, but for heavy duty use this trans is a better choice. You must
have a 4WD C6 trans with a 31 spline output shaft. The shaft will
have to be shortened. If you have a 66-68 Bronco, you will have
to replace the front driveshaft with the later style, #3811 and
#3813 Companion Flange. If you have a 73-77 Bronco with the JPattern transfer case shifter, the mounting assembly and possibly
the shift rails will have to be modiﬁed or replaced with our #2150
J-Pattern Transfer Case Shifter to reduce the modiﬁcations. You
will also need an automatic shifter. This kit includes a new extension housing, a new 31 spline spud shaft, bearing retainer and
necessary gaskets, seals and hardware. Note: Transfer case will be
2.5” farther back. #3520 C6 Adapter $599

88 & Up AOD

The 88 and newer Ford automatic overdrive transmission (AOD) has
improved lubrication and is more capable of handling the V8. This
trans is both larger and longer than the 3spd and will require the
crossmember to be moved back approx. 1.5”, requiring driveline
modiﬁcation, a possible body lift or modiﬁcation of the transmission tunnel braces. This kit consists of an output shaft, tail
housing and a special spud shaft. Disassembly of the transmission
is necessary for installation and it’s recommended that it be done
by a trained technician.
#3514 80-87 AOD to Dana 20 $550
#3515 88+ AOD to Dana 20 $550

Ford T/C 4-speed

The Ford Top Cover 4-speed, found in 66 and newer Fords, is the
best 4-speed available for all-around driving. The way to spot
this trans is by it’s 10 bolt top cover. The small block 4-speed
from a 289/302 with a 2.78:1 1st gear is the best choice. This kit
comes with a new main shaft splined to accept the stock sleeve
in the transfer case, seals, gaskets and a special bushing to be
installed in your stock V8 3-speed tail section, which requires
minor modiﬁcation. Crossmember doesn’t need to be relocated
and the 3-speed clutch linkage can be kept. A Hurst or our discontinued #2101 4-speed shifter is needed to complete the job.
#3550 4-speed to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $269

Transmission Adapters

NP435 & T18 4-speed

Ford Overdrive 4-speed

This is one of the few ways to get overdrive in a Bronco. In ‘77
Ford modiﬁed it’s T/C 4-speed to have a 3.25:1 ﬁrst gear and a
20% overdrive in 4th. This type overdrive requires our 4-speed
shifter; however, shift lever positions for 3rd and 4th are switched.
Do not use the second type of overdrive trans that has the shifter
on the tailhousing! The third, most common style has a shift cane
coming out of the topcover. It has a heavy duty rear bearing and
is most often found in E150 vans and F150’s. This kit includes a
new output shaft, gasket and seals for use with your stock V8 3speed tailshaft housing, which must be modiﬁed.
#3558 Overdrive to Dana 20 Adapter Kit $349

ZF 5 Speed Adapter

These trannies have been used in F250-F450s from ‘87 to the present
with 300 six cylinders to the Power Stroke Diesel, they can handle
power. With its 5.72 to one ﬁrst gear combined with its overdrive
5th gear, it makes for a perfect daily driver/
weekend wheeler transmission. For adapting
to the Dana 20, look for a 4WD tranny that
was originally behind a 302 or 351W. This
swap will require a custom hydraulic clutch,
driveline modiﬁcation, custom crossmember
as well as a body lift. For T-style Dana 20. J
Patterns will require a custom shifter.
#3680 ZF 5 Speed/Dana 20 Adapter $399
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Shifters

Duffy’s Original 3-Speed Shifter

Stock “three on the tree” column shifters on Broncos have been troublesome
since they left the factory. The stock rods bend causing the neutral gate to go out
of alignment making shifting difﬁcult. Sometimes the release pin on the collar
eggs out, letting you take the shifter with you! Ever have the shifter come off in
your hand? We know many who have! Our 3-speed ﬂoor shifters eliminate those
problems and make shifting fun again! Other shifters run your knuckles into the
dash, so we shortened the throw 4” and added a 1” offset to the right for extra
leg room. Also included is the rubber boot, bezel, walnut knob, decal and white ﬁberglass tunnel cover with screws. Designed to ﬁt a V8, but the rods may be shortened approximately. 2.5” by cutting, overlapping and rewelding to ﬁt the 6cyl.
May be used with the stock transfer case shifter or match it with our transfer case
shifters sold separately.
#2201 73-77 3-Speed (for J-pattern Transfer Case) $329.95
#2202 66-72 3-Speed (for T-handle Transfer Case) $329.95
We now also offer this kit without a Tunnel Cover, as many have one already
or want to do something custom.
#2201NT 73-77 3-Speed (J-pattern), No Tunnel Cover $279.95
#2202NT 66-72 3-Speed (T-handle), No Tunnel Cover $279.95

Individual Shifter Parts
3 Speed Shifter shown with T Pattern transfer case
shifter sold separately

White ﬁberglass tunnel cover with screws, rubber boot
& bezel, walnut knob with decal from our shifters sold
individually.
#2103 3-Speed Tunnel Cover, White $52.75
#2104 Shifter Boot & Bezel $14.50
#2105 Wood Knob, Specify 3-speed, T or J, Twin $11.50 each

Billet Shifter Knobs

Take your ﬂoor shifter to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet aluminum
shifter knobs. CNC’d with the 3-speed ﬂoor shifter pattern. Also available in matching transfer case patterns (see opposite). Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst
shifter handles. Can be easily drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-3 3-Speed $35
#2161-NP NP435 $35
shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

3-Speed Shifter Rebuild Kit
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This is for those of you that have had our shifter for years and now it needs a
little freshening up. Since we’ve been making this kit for over 30 years we realize
that some of you may have a shifter with some worn parts that need replaced.
This kit comes with a new chrome handle, a walnut knob, boot & bezel, shift rods
and rod bushings. The shift rods are threaded at both ends for the best possible
ﬁt and ﬁne tuning. This kit can also be used to convert a worn out 3 speed Hurst
linkage to one like ours. Handle is offset to the right to increase legroom and is
shorter so your knuckles don’t hit the dash.
#2300 3-Speed Shifter Rebuild Kit, Specify J or T Pattern $110

Transfer case Shifters

“T” Pattern
Transfer Case Shifter

Eliminate the T handle jamming in your 66-72
Bronco with our bolt in replacement shifter. It
utilizes oilite bushings for long lasting trouble free
operation. A perfect match to our 3-Speed Shifters.
Includes chrome offset handle embossed with
“Duff’s”, walnut knob, decal, boot and bezel.
#2102 66-72 Bronco $99

“Your products are great. Keep up the
good work, my Bronco works great on and
off the trail.” —B. Zimmerman

Billet Shifter Knobs

Take your shifters to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet aluminum shifter
knobs. CNC’d with the transfer case shifter pattern. Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst
shifter handles. Can be easily drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-T T Pattern Knob $35
#2162 Twin Stick Patterned Knobs $35

T-Pattern Dana 20 Twin Stick Shifter

Tired of ﬁghting that old T- shifter? By separating the shift rails and
using two shifters this kit makes for much smoother shifting. Designed
to match our ﬂoor shifters with chrome handles and walnut knobs.
Requires cutting the ﬂoor board for installation. Unlike others, ours
includes a boot & cover panel for a ﬁnished installation. Works with
either Duff or stock 3 speed.
#2122 T Pattern Twin Stick Shifter $219

Fall Rod Run, Pigeon Forge, TN
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Transfercase Shifters

“J” Pattern
Transfer Case Shifter

Our shifter is a brand new unit with a revolutionary
design. It is spring loaded for smooth shifting and
includes brass oilite bushings which never need lubed,
thus providing long life and trouble free operation for
years to come. Easy to install—simply remove the old
shifter, enlarge the ﬂoor opening and bolt in the new
unit using the original bolt holes. Includes chrome
handle, new bolts, walnut knob, decal, boot and bezel
to match our other shifters.
#2150 J Shifter 73-77 Bronco $199

J-Pattern Dana 20
Twin Stick Shifter

Tired of ﬁghting that miserable J-shifter? By
separating the shift rails and using twin shifters
this kit makes for easier shifting and a variety
of gear options by controlling the power to the
front and rear separately. Matches our ﬂoor
shifters with DUFF stamped chrome handles and
walnut knobs. Requires minor modiﬁcation to
the shift rails and cutting the ﬂoor board for
installation. Unlike others, ours includes a boot
& cover panel for a ﬁnished installation.
#2152 J Twin Stick $199

Billet Shifter Knobs
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Take your shifters to the next level with one of these Brushed Billet
aluminum shifter knobs. CNC’d with the transfer case shifter pattern.
Threaded 3/8”-16 to ﬁt Duff and Hurst shifter handles. Can be easily
drilled and tapped to ﬁt others. Includes jam nut.
#2161-J J Pattern Knob $35
#2162 Twin Stick Patterned Knobs $35

Show & Shine
Lineup @ the
Bronco Super
Celebration held
in Townsend, TN.
Hosted by Bronco
Driver Magazine.
Scenic tours of
Smoky Mountain
National Park
and the Blue
Ridge Parkway
are highlights of
this event. April
14-16, 2011 For
more info visit:
broncodriver.com

Shown with a 2” Body Lift

Detail of shift rail modiﬁcation.

Lokar Shifters also available in
Midnight Finish (black anodized).
Please call for pricing.

Automatic Shifters

Lokar Automatic Floor Shifters

Our “neighbors” here in Knoxville, Lokar has been known for their quality in the
streetrod industry for years. Their automatic ﬂoor shifters are unlike any other on
the market. Their NEW cable operated shifter utilizes a high quality push/pull 1/4”
cable with spherical rod ends. This allows you to mount the shifter on the ﬂoor where
Safety
YOU want it! The Safety Lock-Out button keeps you from accidentally shifting from
Park into reverse or drive gears. We recommend the 12” shifter for optimum clearance Lockout
Button
with the dash and looks alongside the transfer case shifter, but you can special order
other handle lengths or styles. Available for C4, C6 and AOD transmissions.
•Many mounting options
•Neutral safety switch
• Lever adjustments for dash and seat clearance
•360° lever rotation for extra leg room
•Chrome handle with Teﬂon lined brushed aluminum knob for
long lasting smooth operation.
•Gold zinc plated brackets.
•Boot sold separately.
#2370 AOD 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $325.95
#2371 C4 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $299.95
#2372 C6 12” Lokar Cable Shifter $299.95

Lokar
Shifter Boots

Set includes black vinyl boot, polished stainless
or billet aluminum ring and stainless screws.
#2360 Lokar Boot & Bezel $39.95
#2361 Lokar Billet Boot & Bezel $64.95

Looking for other
Lokar Products not
listed? Just call us!
865.938.6696
m-f 10-6 est

Carl Heap of Grants Pass, Oregon
was Jim’s co-driver through
many Baja races. He went on to
own Carl’s 4x4 for many years,
building Broncos, doing mud
drags and more. Then went
on to pilot The Phoenix, the
world’s fastest diesel truck,
a 1943 International K-7 at
over 285 mph. Carl passed
away back in 2004, his son
Travis now has his Bronco.
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V8 Conversion/ Engine

V8 Conversion Information

If you have a tired 289 or 302 or need more horsepower and torque, the 351 Windsor is the way to go. You may get better mileage
with a Windsor than a stock 289/302 due to more torque and lower RPM. A 351 Cleveland doesn’t have enough low range torque for
four wheeling. Clevelands require very expensive custom radiator, headers and exhaust. Hard to ﬁnd 100+ octane gas is also necessary.
So, unless you intend to drag race at 5,000 to 8,500 rpm, a Windsor will out perform, out pull, out climb, and get better mileage than a
Cleveland.
A 69-70 2V or 4V Windsor is best, a 4V having 10.5:1 compression or a 2V, 9.5:1. Before you swap, see if the 351 has a 3 bolt harmonic
balancer. If it has a 4 bolt, you’ll need a 3 bolt harmonic balancer for a 69 Windsor. If you can’t ﬁnd a 3 bolt, you can use a 302, 3 bolt
balancer by re-marking the timing marks. Reuse your 302 water pump, pulleys, belts, etc. using the power steering (#3160) & alternator
(#3161) adapter brackets.
The 351W rear main is larger, so the stock 302 pan won’t work. An Oil Pan Kit, #3103, is needed to clear the front differential. Most
Windsors have the sump in front which is bad for four wheeling. Your engine could run out of oil as you’re climbing a hill! Our pan has a
rear sump. Even with this pan, to avoid damage, your Bronco must be lifted 2- 3 1/2”.
To complete the conversion, our Headers are designed to take into consideration the extra 1 1/2” height of the heads. They don’t rub
the ﬁrewall and if you need to remove the starter, you can leave our headers in place.
CAUTION: Don’t try to use your 6cyl transmission with a V8. It’s not strong enough to handle the power and is too short along
with other issues.

SWAPPING A 6 CYL FOR A 302/5.0L or 351W: You’ll need:
#3100 or #3102 Headers
#3103 Oil Pan (351W) or #3642 Oil Pan (302)
#3110 or #3112 Aluminum Radiator
#3108 Fan Shroud
#3107 Lower Radiator “L” Brackets
#3114 Rubber Engine Mounts
#3115 Motor Mount Brackets
#3160 and #3161 Power Steering & Alternator Adapters
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Donald Dickerson’s 408 Stroker, Balanced & Blueprinted,
Eagle crank, Mahle pistons, Comp Cams Custom grind Solid
Roller .577 Lift intake & exhaust, Howell Fuel Injection,
Custom Aluminum Heads, Scorpion Roller Rockers, MSD
Billet Distributor, Flow-kooler water pump, Ford Motorsport
plug wires & polished parts, #3110 Duff Aluminum Radiator,
#3130 Electric Fan, #3160 #3161 Adapter Brackets 424HP/
484TQ Special Thanks to: Dean’s Automotive Machine Shop

Motor Mounts

6 cyl. mounts must be torched off and
these (#3115) V8 brackets installed in a
new location (diagram and instructions
included). New rubber V8 mounts
(#3114) with safety pins are
needed to prevent radiator damage
from engine movement. Also, for replacement of worn out stock mounts
for 239, 302 or 351W.
#3114 V8 Rubber Engine Mounts $45
#3115 Motor Mount Brackets $79

Power
Steering,
Alternator
Adapters

Order/ Tech Line
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

These brackets attach the 302 alternator and power steering
pump to the 351W heads. They retain stock 302 mounts and
use the same belts and pulleys.
#3160 Power Steering Adapter $16.50
#3161 Alternator Adapter $16.50

V8 Oil Pans

These pans are necessary to clear the differential when converting
to a 289/302 or 351W. Kits include new 5qt. rear sump pan, pickup
tube & screen, dipstick & tube, and main bearing bolt. Shown in
blue but come black. Require mods for taller-than-stock oil pumps.
#3103A 351W Oil Pan Kit $219
#3642A 289/302/5.0L Oil Pan Kit $199

Premium Oil Pan Gaskets
These great reusable silicone gaskets require
no adhesive which= no mess! They have
a steel framework to hold their shape
and come with great little keepers that
hold it to the block while you get the
pan into place. PermaDryPlus by Fel-Pro.
#3097 302/5.0L $46.95
#3098 351W/5.8L $39.95

Hi Ho Silver’s Edelbrock/Mustang Fuel Injected 351W. Special
Thanks to Eric Ford. Dual Batteries, #3227 Power Steering, Ram
Assist & #3127 Power Steering Cooler, #3110 Aluminum Radiator
& #3130 Electric Fan, #3108 Fan Shroud, #3111 Drop Brackets,
Custom Stainless Interior Front Clip, #4950 Hood Struts.

Lokar Flexible
Engine Dipsticks

Known for their quality in the street rod
industry for years, our new ‘neighbors’
in Knoxville make these great ﬂexible
dipsticks. The slim design machined aluminum handle allows for
mounting inside the tight tolerances created by headers. Feature
EZ read stainless stick and O-rings for a tight seal.
#2366 289/302 (Timing cover) $69.95
#2367 351W/5.8L (Screw in Pan) $69.95
#2368 5.0 1986-95 (Block) $69.95

V8 Conversion & Engine

#3103

Looking for other
Lokar Products not
listed? Just call us!

Lokar Flexible
Transmission
Dipsticks

Don’t check your tranny
ﬂuid as often as you should
because its a real pain?
Add one of these high quality Lokar Transmission dipsticks and mount it in a easy to
reach spot with its 24” long ﬂexible dipstick.
We’ve seen these mounted anywhere from the
ﬁrewall on a clean rig to inside the passenger compartment on a wild buggy. Feature a
Flexible Braided Stainless Outer Housing with
an EZ read Teﬂon Inner Rod with stamped
level markings. The slim design machined
aluminum handle combined with the ﬂexible
steel allows real “ﬂexibility” when it comes to
mounting! Verify whether you have a stock style “push in” style
trannies that seal with O-rings or aftermarket “Screw-in” style.
Dipstick funnel adapter included.
#2362 C4 Push In $89.95
#2363 AOD Push In $89.95
#2369 C4 Screw in Pan $89.95
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Engine Performance

Duffy’s 289, 302 & 351W Headers

A design that has stood the test of time. Our headers are one piece
construction (not sleeved) with equal length tubes for maximum horsepower and torque. Designed so the starter can be removed with the
headers in place and to clear the steering and clutch linkage. Made of
16 gauge 1 1/2” diameter tubing for smooth ﬂow into the 2 1/2” collectors, they follow the same route as the stock exhaust system. Utilizes
a 3/8” thick ﬂange for strength and to prevent gasket blow out. They
ﬁt 289, 302/5.0 and 351W/5.8 conversions. Will not work with GT-40P
(heads with straight exit plugs). Compatible with C4 and AOD automatics and manual transmissions. C6 transmissions will require modiﬁcation. Updated in late 2001 to clear our #5350 Radius Arms. Come with
hardware, gaskets and instructions. Require 2” lift or slight modiﬁcation
to ﬁt with our #5350 Radius Arms. Not California Smog Legal.
#3100 Black Painted Headers*+ $229
#3102 Ceramic Coated Headers* $399

Ceramic Coated Headers

Our classic headers with a complete inside and out coating that
resists temperatures up to 1600° F, is incredibly rust, chip and
abrasion resistant, lowers under hood temperature and has an
aluminum look that does not blue.
#3102 Ceramic Coated Headers* $399

Order/ Tech
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

*Please refer to liability disclaimer and
warranty information on inside back cover.

Stage 8 Bolts, Premium Header
&Collector Gaskets

Loose bolts=blown gaskets. Ordinary Header bolts can be a real
pain to keep tight due to the expansion and contraction that
headers go through. No one likes getting in there and busting
their knuckles if they don’t have to. We swear by these (not
at them)! They use a patented locking system that won’t come
loose. Double hex head with recessed 3/16” Allen head. With
Stage 8’s and these premium gaskets you won’t be crawling
under there to replace gaskets any time soon!
#3080 Stage 8 Header Bolts, V8 $59.95
#3081 Stage 8 Collector Bolts $29.95
#3050 Prem. Header Gasket, V8 $29.95
#3055 Prem. Collector Gasket $19.95
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+Note: Black paint is solely for rust prevention during
storage and shipment. It will burn off after installation.

Matt
Rocks
Katemcy Rocks
at Katemcy
LEBC at
the LEBC
of the
TX of
Plano TX
Chapman, Plano
Matt Chapman,
lonestar-ebc.com
katemcyrocks.com
lonestar-ebc.com katemcyrocks.com

Engine Performance

Dual Exhaust Kits

This kit can be used with our headers or stock manifolds. It comes with Aluminized 14 gauge
2 1/4” diameter pipes and two, high quality, 15” Cherry Bomb Turbo Mufﬂers. They offer less
restriction and longer use than glasspacks as well as better performance and a nice resonant
sound. Welding is required to connect head pipes to reducers or stock manifolds (fabrication
of intermediate pipe will be necessary). Exhaust pipes exit just behind both rear wheels.
Will not ﬁt 76-77s equipped with catalytic convertors.
Like a deeper, more aggressive tone for your exhaust? Get that signature sound with 40
Series Flowmaster mufﬂers combined with the same components of our standard kit.
#3090 Dual Exhaust, 66-75 Bronco $299
#3090-FLOW Dual Exhaust Kit with Flowmaster Mufﬂers $369

K&N Air Filter

Whether you run in the ﬁne silt of the desert or
through the deep mud, high performance air ﬁlters
work great! Includes a 14” chrome top, a 3” element
and a 1 1/4” drop base to give a low proﬁle. Fits most
popular 4 barrel carbs. 2 3/4” minimum clearance
needed above the carb. Fits 351W with hood scoop,
289 and 302 without.
#3036A Chrome Assembly & K&N Air Filter $110
#3037 Filter Oil & Cleaning Kit $15

Aluminum
Bronco Valve Covers

These Classic valve covers ﬁt all small block
Ford 289, 302, 351W. Pressure die cast from high
quality 383-3 aluminum. Include plug wire brackets,
PVC grommet and plated oil ﬁller tube to help prevent
corrosion. Improved oil bafﬂe design for most high lift
rockers. Not compatible with EFI or roller rockers.
#3365 Black Wrinkle $159.50

Think
it
might
be time for
exhaust? Well,
that and some
wire cleanup...

Premium
Reusable Silicone
Valve Cover Gaskets

You may never have to replace your gaskets again!
These reusable heat resistant silicone gaskets are quick and
easy to install without adhesive. No mess to scrape up and they
last up to 5 times longer than cork/rubber. Metal torque limiters prevent overtightening. Center steel reinforcement provides
shape, making them easy to install.
#3367 289/302/ 351W $43.50
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Engine Cooling

Radiator Brackets

#3107
We now offer several different styles of radiator
brackets. Though we have discontinued our 4core copper/brass radiator, there are still plenty
of you looking for the wider brackets. At 3
1/4” deep, the #3105 Zinc Plated Radiator
brackets with blue urethane insulators are
needed for installing a some radiators. (Will
not ﬁt stock or 3-core radiators) We carry stain#3105
less steel radiator brackets for those with stock
depth radiators. Polished stainless kits include high quality black
rubber insulators. 3 core brackets measure 2.75”, 4 core 3.25”.
#3105 4core Zinc Bracket Kit $44.95
#3124-3 3core Stainless Bracket Kit $44.95
#3124-4 4core Stainless Bracket Kit $44.95

Lower
Radiator Brackets

These brackets are needed when going from a
6 to a V8, or if your stock ones are rusted. “L”
brackets work with stock or 4-core radiators
& must be welded on. Shown with #3105 kit
also needed to install a 4-core. #3111 set are
extended 2” for body lifted vehicles.
#3107 Lower Radiator Brackets $34.95 pr.
#3111 Extended Lower Brackets $49.75 pr.

#3111

Fiberglass Fan
Shroud

Electric Fan Kit
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Needs some extra cooling power? Heres
the solution. This kit includes a Flex-a-lite
16” Pusher fan and all the hardware necessary for installation without mounting
through your radiator, which can cause
serious radiator damage. The temperature
sensor and a manual switch are sold separately so you can choose which you prefer.
The fan has a rating of 1450CFM and
draws 10 amps. It can also be mounted as
a puller fan if you prefer. Fan measures 3
3/8” deep. You’ll need 1.5” between your
radiator and core support.
#3130 Electric Fan, 16” pusher $140
#3132 Illuminated Switch $19.50
#3133 Temperature Sensor $44.50

Many overlook this vital part of the cooling
system. Shrouds improve the air ﬂow and
efﬁciency of the cooling system by directing air
ﬂow through the radiator instead of around it.
Nevermind, protecting your ﬁngers from ﬂying fan blades! Fit stock or 4-core radiators with
289, 302 or 351W. Requires some modiﬁcation to work with our Aluminum
Radiators. Black gelcoat ﬁberglass looks like stock but is far more durable.
Does not heat up like metal.
#3108 Fiberglass Fan Shroud $89.95

Rob Smithson’s Ford SVO 392
Stroker powered Hobby Horse.
Edelbrock Pro-Flo MPFI, #3112
Radiator, #3113 Radiator Cap,
#3130 Electric Fan, #3102
Ceramic Headers, #3036 K&N
Filter, Hydrotech Hydroboost,
Explorer Serpentine, Vintage
Air Air Conditioning, ARB
Compressor, AOD, Dana 20
with Terra Lows & 4.56’s

Our design offers increased coolant capacity to meet the demands of even the toughest cooling
problems. This no-epoxy, fully Tig welded tank is made of .080 thick material with furnace
brazed cores pressure tested to insure a leak free radiator. Two cores and 1” wide tubes to
maximize heat transfer. 14 ﬁns per inch for efﬁcient air ﬂow. Inlet and outlet ports are
located to maximize ﬂow capacity. Petcock drain is on the passenger side for easier access.
Features a stacked style tranny cooler with 1/4” NPT ports. This means
it will help your automatic run cooler too! Lighter weight and offers
RACE
35% more cooling capacity than a stock 3 core! Comes with silver
TESTED
zinc plated mounts with urethane bushings for strength and vibration
reduction. 3” overall depth. One year warranty against defects.
#3110 V8 Aluminum Radiator $465

rock

proven

Engine Cooling

Aluminum Radiator

5.0 Conversion Aluminum Radiator

Billet Aluminum
Radiator Cap

Give your new aluminum radiator a ﬁnishing
touch with
this 16 lb. cap siliconed inside a ﬁnished billet cover. This
allows you to replace the pressure cap if necessary.
#3113 Billet Cap $29.95

Duff Ruff Sheila
Smithson trying to
keep cool on the
EBR’s Rodriguez
Canyon trailride,
California

V8 & 5.0 EFI Radiator Hoses,
Thermostat Housing
& Water Pump Bypass Hoses

Eliminate your plumbing and overheating problems with a 5.0 or 5.8
with our conversion radiator. The inlet/outlet in the correct positions
for the reverse rotation output water pump. No more expensive custom
hoses or creative
solutions. Two core
no-epoxy, fully Tig
welded tank with
furnace brazed cores
of .080 thick material
has easy access petcock
drain on the passenger
side & a stacked style
auto tranny cooler with
1/4” NPT ports. Offers
35% more cooling capacity than a stock 3 core!
Includes silver zinc plated
mounts and urethane
bushings for vibration reduction. 3” overall depth. One year
warranty against defects.
#3112 $480

Stock style replacements for V8 and 5.0EFI motors. Fit stock, our Aluminum or
Hi-Efﬁciency radiators. Lower hose is for stock (passenger side) outlet. The small
hose with 90° bend molded in that goes from the thermostat housing to the
water pump. A good thing to replace at the same time as your radiator.
#3116 Lower Radiator Hose, 5.0EFI (3112 Radiator) $20
#3117 Upper Radiator Hose, V8 (3110 Radiator) $20
#3118 Lower Radiator Hose, V8 (3110 Radiator) $20
#3119 Water Pump Bypass Hose $12
#3120 Upper Hose, 5.0EFI (3112) (use with 90° housing) $20
#3121 90° Thermostat Housing $29.95

#3120
#3119
#3121
#3117
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Fuel System

Stock Replacement Gas Tanks,
Sending Units & Straps

Puncture resistant replacement polyethylene tanks with same capacities
as stock. Sending units work with these or factory tanks, include seals.
#4413 Gas Tank, Front Auxiliary, 66-70 $174.75
#4414 Gas Tank, Front Auxiliary, 71-E77 $174.75
#4415 Gas Tank, Rear Main, 66-70 $174.75
#4416 Gas Tank, Rear Main, 71-76 $174.75
#4417 Aux Tank Straps, 66-76 $38.50 pr.
#4418 Main Tank Strap w/J-Bolt, 66-76 $19
#4411 Sending Unit, Main/Aux Tank, 66-77* $55 *Will work on ‘77 Main
#4420 O-Ring Seal $3

Gas Filler Hoses

These 1’ long sections of ﬁller hose will
replace your rotted or leaking originals.
Available for both main and auxiliary.
Long enough for body lifted rigs, cut
to length needed. Replace your old
one when swapping in a new tank, its
cheap insurance!
#4407 2” ID Filler Hose, Aux. Tank $24.95
#4408 1 3/4” ID Filler Hose, Main $19.50

Gas Caps

‘77
#4421
$12.50

‘71-’76
#4422
$12.50

‘66-’70
#4423
$12.50

Electric Gas Tank Switch

Tired of switching the gas tank valve and the
gauge separately? This unit does both the gauge
and the tank together. You’ll never run out of
gas with a full gauge again! You can hook this
up to the toggle on the dash and eliminate the
mechanical valve under the driver’s seat. Some
electrical wiring necessary but not included.
#4406 Electric Gas Tank Switch $49.95

Increased Capacity Metal Gas Tanks
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Made of 16 gauge electro-galvanized steel for strength and rust protection
these increased capacity tanks come complete with sending unit
and mounting hardware. All have outlets for emission controls
and return line ﬁttings for fuel injection conversions. Main
tank capacity is increased to 23 gallons and auxiliary tank is
increased to 12 gallons. Available for stock height or 2” body
lift. EFI tanks have provisions for an in-tank fuel pump (not
included). Replacement sending units available separately.
#4401 Main 23 gal. Metal Tank $499
#4402 Auxiliary 12 gal. Metal Tank $499
#4403 Main 23 gal. 2” body lift $535
#4404 EFI Tank, in-tank pump, 2” body lift $625
#4405 EFI Tank, in-tank pump, no body lift $625

‘71-’76
#4422L
$24.50

‘77
#4421L
$24.50

‘66-70
#4423L
$24.50

GAS TANK SWITCH
#4461 Tank Switch 66-77 $22.50
#4462 Tank Bezel 68-72 $15
#4463 Bezel Nut 68-77 $7.50

Skid Plates
Dana 44 Diff Guard
Two Joes. Harlan, KY Someone needs either to replace his
sending unit or add a Duff Bumper with can carrier to the
back of his rig! One of those epic days that involved more
road time than wheeling time!

Full wrap design of 1/2” Laser cut steel and 5/8” solid bar with a
1/4” ring. Designed specially to clear EB trackbar and tie rod. Center section wraps slightly under to protect case and prevent hang
ups. Easy to install, does not require you to remove the cover. Zinc
plated, includes hardware. Fits standard and high pinions.
#5763 Dana 44 Diff Guard $69

Ft & Rear
Skid Plates
Buy both & Save

$159

9” Skid Plate

Left behind at the station?

Protect your diff and the pinion from rocks with our unique 1/4”
thick steel skid plate with maximum ground clearance. Easy to
install two piece design; mounting bracket mounts to the housing studs, then skid plate mounts to it (along with pinion carrier
bolts) with counter sunk bolts for a smooth sliding surface. Zinc
plated, includes hardware.
#5762 9” Skid Plate $109

Rock

23 Gallon Tank Skid Plate

The ultimate in gas tank protection--ours is the
toughest out there! 1/4” thick plate steel covers
the entire bottom of the tank, wraps around the
sides and bends up at each end to protect the front
and back. Includes frame bracket reinforcement
plates. Works with all of our 23 gallon gas tanks.
Comes black painted. #5766 $185

ARMOR
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Rocker Protection Body Armor

reinforcement
plate

1/8” or 1/4” Rocker Guards

For serious rocker protection or just great looks our smooth steel Rocker
Guards are what you need. Two-piece design sandwiches the lower rocker
panel lip between the 1/8” or 1/4” outer plate and a 3/16” reinforcement
plate for extra protection and strength. Guards are 48” long to cover from ﬂare to
ﬂare but are easily trimmed for varying wheel well openings. Offers great protection and
provides a smooth sliding surface. Mounts with 3/8” Stainless Steel fasteners for rust-free good
looks. Ship bare so you can paint to blend in or contrast your rig.
#7010 1/8” Rocker Guards $199
#7011 1/4” Rocker Guards $249

rocker

Proﬁle

Jim modiﬁed the 1/8” rocker guards on the Pony to accept the
side exit single chamber exhaust with 3” pipes

Smooth Quarter Guards

Rocks and trees will glide off your Bronco with the addition of
these 1/8” formed smooth steel guards. 3/8” Stainless button head
fasteners provide rust-free good looks. Made to ﬁt stock quarter
panels but can be easily trimmed for ﬂares, side marker lights, the
‘77 gas door or other body mods. Easier to install before damage is
done but great for covering existing damage. Ship bare.
#7020 Quarter Guards, pair $189

1/4” Rocker Guards
with Side Tubes
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Our same Rocker Guards as above but with an added 39” long x 1
1/2” tube protector that is great for keeping rocks and trees away
from the door and ﬂares. We will even say these CAN be used as
steps-- we’ve been using them on Silver for years now! Her custom
non-skid tape may show wear from the occasional stiletto heel but
the bars are holding up great! These are truly heavy duty piecesthey ship in two separate 50lb boxes!
#7013 1/4” Rocker Guards, with Side Tubes $399

Winch bumper for up to a 9500 pound winch. Designed to maximize
approach angle yet with the lowest possible winch mount height for
maximum air ﬂow to the radiator. Constructed of a combination of
3/16” and 1/4” plate for maximum strength without too much weight.
1/4” plate wrap around protection for lower fenders. Laser cut openings for jacking points and attachment points for shackles or tow bar.
Same model ﬁts with or without body lift. Comes bare.
#4935 Plate Winch Bumper $475

Plate Bumpers

Winch Plate Bumper

Order/Tech
m-f 10-6 est
865.938.6696
Blue Rocks, Pennsylvania
Michael Jones, San Clemente, CA

#4936
#4935 without body lift

Rear Plate Bumpers

Our plate bumpers were designed with form and function in mind.
Constructed of a combination of 3/16” and 1/4” plate for maximum
strength without too much weight.
• Designed to maximize ground clearance and departure angle.
• 1/4” plate wraps around, protecting the lower quarters.
• 2” receiver hitch (with easily accessible pin) and jacking points.
• Carrier bumper includes both driver and passenger pivots for easy
can carrier & cooler rack addition.
• Includes Jack/Tire Carrier and backside reinforcement
• Now available without carrier pivots for those who want a plate
bumper without racks.
#4936 Rear Plate Receiver Bumper (no pivots) $425
#4936-BL Rear Plate Receiver Bumper (no pivots) $425
#4937 Rear Plate Receiver Bumper with Tire Carrier $625
#4937-BL 2” Body Lifted Plate Bumper with Tire Carrier $625
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Pre-Runner Bumpers

What makes a Duff Pre-Runner Bumper DUFF TUFF:

•Easy to install using your original frame bolt holes
•Made of 2” diameter .120 (1/8”) wall steel tubing
•Now standard 1/4” thick Dufﬂector ends stamped with DUFFS protect body corners
•Sit close to the body to maximize approach & departure angles
•Light tabs on the center hoop ﬁt up to a 9” light mounted up or down
•Come Bare (so you can paint or powdercoat to match)
•Front styles designed to ﬁt with or without a body lift
•Rears come in two versions, for body lift or non-body lift

Front Pre-Runner
Bumper

We have modiﬁed the design of the Pre-Runner
to include the Dufﬂector ﬁnished ends for style
and fender protection. Designed for use on rigs
with or without a body lift. Great angles and
durability for the trail or street rig. Quick and
easy to install using your original frame bolt
holes with no modiﬁcations. Ships Bare.
#4912B Front Pre-Runner $399
#4912B
Shown
without
body lift
#4912B Shown with 2” body lift

Rear Pre-Runner Receiver Bumper

A classic tube bumper designed with clean great angles and
durability for a trail or street rig. It features a gusseted and
reinforced receiver. Quick and easy to install using your original
frame bolt holes with no modiﬁcations. Ships Bare. Two versions
available to accommodate body lifts. For use on rigs with or
without a body lift.
#4974 Rear Receiver Bumper $319
#4974-BL 2” Body Lift Rear Receiver Bumper $329
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Note: Gusseted and reinforced receiver. Improved
departure angle over traditional receiver.

Note: Rear
receiver
bumpers
can also be
mounted on
the front for
a low proﬁle
look!

Pre-Runner Bumpers

Winch Mount Pre-Runner Bumper

This bumper has a Pre-Runner look with the capabilities to hold
up to a 9500 pound winch. Designed speciﬁcally to maximize
approach angles without sacriﬁcing body protection or air ﬂow to
the radiator. Ends are ﬁnished with our New Dufﬂector ends for
side protection. Includes attachment points for D-rings/shackles or
tow bar along with light mounts on the center hoop. Ships bare.
#4970A Winch Mount Ft Bumper $499

Rob Smithson of the Early Bronco Registry at the Arizona Stampede
for more info visit: earlybronco.com or AZbronco.org

Order/ Tech Line
m-f 10-6 EST
865.938.6696
You may have seen this
shot on the cover of Bronco
Driver Magazine (broncodriver.com) or in person
during the Free 4 All held
at Wheelin’ in the Country
in Tennessee. Mike Rosenthal of Peoria, IL jumps his
‘Cheaper than a Wife’ race
Broncos at Jamborees and
Tough Truck events. We’ve
been proud to be his sponsor for over ten years! He
runs our off the shelf Ultimate Suspension, Headers
and more. Thanks to Morris
Rothfeldt and Bronco Driver
for the picture and for Tim
Sharpe for being just crazy
enough to volunteer his rig!
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Bumper Carrier System

Modular Carrier System

Interior space is a precious commodity in a Bronco and trail
gear takes up a lot of space! With the addition of one of
these babies to the back of your rig, you’ll be traveling in
comfort! We offer different conﬁgurations based on your
needs, add more when you want! Start with the Tire Carrier
Bumper, add the gas can and cooler carriers later.

Tire Carrier Bumper

Based on our proven 2” receiver hitch bumper, the tire carrier
handles up to a 38” tire! Built-in mount on the carrier has a
positioning pad and a T-handle retention system for securely
mounting a 48” or 60” Hi-Lift Jack. Tire mounts on wheel studs
and is secured with included lug nuts or you can add locking lug
nuts for security. Access to the jack and tailgate is quick and
easy thanks to our own Cam-latch design. The handle is simple
to operate and tucks up out of the way of trail obstacles. A built
in drop pin automatically holds the carrier open for easy tailgate
access. The bumper end pivots feature oil impregnated bushings
for long lasting smooth operation. Specially designed pivots
maximize departure angle by not hanging lower than the main
lower tube. Made from 1 1/2” x .120 wall tubing with both 3/16”
and 1/4” plate for strength. Ships bare.
#4980 Prerunner Tire Carrier/Bumper $599
#4996 2” Body Lift Tire Carrier/Bumper $599
Package A: Bumper & Tire Carrier +Can $819
Package B: Bumper & Tire Carrier +Can +Cooler $1019

Stock carriers weren’t designed to
carry the heavy tires we run nowadays.
Combine that with catching the hinge
on a rock and you end up with this!

Cam-Latch
design offers
quick, easy
opening with
no loss of
departure
angle.

5 gallon Can Carrier

Add the optional, driver’s side 5 gallon can carrier. Made with the
same stout material and features as our tire carrier bumper. Fits
most plastic and metal 5 gallon “Gerry” cans. Can is removable
through the back or front. (Not through cooler carrier like some.)
Includes Cam Latch. #4981C Gas Can Carrier, Bare, $220

Cooler Rack
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Optional cooler rack that easily adds on to the can carrier. Holds a
standard 48 quart cooler or overﬂow gear. Made from stout 1 1/2”
round tubing and a laser cut basket for great strength without adding too much weight up high. #4982B Cooler Rack, Bare $200

Pivots feature
oil impregnated
bushings and a
drop pin automatically holds
the carrier open
for easy tailgate
access.

This nifty little polyurethane
bushing slips over your jack
and jack handle holding
them together rattle free.
Now you can toss that ratty
old bungee cord! Added
bonus, you can carry the jack
by the handle with them
securely held together. No
more bear hugging the jack
to keep it together!
#9609 $9.95

order online at www.dufftuff.com

License Plate Bolt Lights

With a gas can carrier bumper, the factory license
plate bracket and lights are blocked. These
bolts both hold the plate on and illuminate it,
keeping you legal.
#9640 License Plate Bolt Lights $34.50

Plate Plug

This plug is for mounting your
license plate on receiver bumpers.
Can be used with a locking hitch pin.
#9643 Plate Plug $15
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Tinted Sliding Side Windows

Improve the function and looks of your Bronco with these tinted
sliding side windows. Front part of window slides back to allow
fresh air into rear passenger compartment. Uses stock weatherstrip for easy installation (use your existing or replace with new
sold separately.) Black powder coated frames with built in locking
system. Give the kids or your dog some ﬂow through ventilation
on those slow moving trails! #9650 $485 pair

Receiver
Hitch

Bumpers & Exterior Accessories

Jack Handle
Keeper

This receiver is a Class II hitch, 3500
lb. capacity, 300 lb. tongue weight.
Slips into the ends of the frame,
mounts using original bolt holes.
Fits front or rear. Works with our 23 gallon gas tanks. 76-77
require slight modiﬁcation to the gas tank skid plate.
#4905 Receiver Hitch $135

Chrome Bumpers

High Quality Reproduction of the original style chrome bumper
ﬁts front or rear, 66-77. Bolt set includes pair of stainless steel
capped chrome bumper bolts with nuts.
#4966 Chrome Bumper $139
#4967 Bumper Bolt Set $12

Fabulous Fords,
Knott’s Berry Farm, CA
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Exterior Accessories & Doors

Hood Pins

Put the skids to squeaks with these
urethane insulated hood pins!
These pins allow the hood to twist
and move slightly during high
articulation, causing less hood
warpage. Easy to mount. Includes
stainless steel screws, pin and clip. Sold
in pairs or individually, just in case you want three.
#9645 Urethane Hood Pin $17.50 each
#9645PR Urethane Hood Pins $34.95 pair

Hood Bubble

Attaches to stock hoods for 4”
of extra clearance for use with
aftermarket manifolds, carburetors or air cleaners. 29” deep,
22” wide, 4” high. Comes with
black welting for installation.
#1102 Hood Bubble $89.95

y
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Jim & Glenrose Covey at the Arizona Classic Broncos Stampede.
For more info on this great event visit azbronco.org

Hood Struts

This is one of those things that
we’ve heard owners say is the
best modiﬁcation they’ve made
on their Bronco. Simple bolt on
kit eliminates your stock hood
prop making it much easier
to work on the engine. Once
the hood is lifted just a few
inches the gas charged struts
open the hood the rest of the
way. Hood mount runs between
both frame ribs adding reinforcement to the weak hood
sides. Includes brackets, struts,
instructions and hardware. For
steel hoods only.
#4950 $89.95 set

“I will continue to do business with this company as
long as we have our Bronco, since the treatment I have
received is outstanding.” --S. Lind Anderson, CA

Removable Trail Doors

These doors are the result of too many long hot trail rides!
They are perfect for those who want the cooling comfort and
trail visibility of going doorless, but want a
more secure feeling. They utilize our
removable hinges and a cam latch that
secures to your stock striker— so you
can switch back and forth with your
hard doors easily! Suzy speciﬁcally
requested the perfect armrest height,
corner plate and close lower bar to keep
your valuables from sliding out while on the trail. Made of
.090 wall tubing for strength without being too heavy. A
1/2” hinge pin is built into the door that slides
into a brass oilite bushing on our removable hinges. Come bare so you can paint to
match your rig. Two different options are
available for replacing your mirrors above.
*Require use of our #4235 Removable
Hinges, see page 62
#7005 Trail Doors, 68-77 Bronco* $299
#7005 & #4235 Trail Doors & Hinges Combo $445

Exterior Accessories

Ventilated Inner Fender Panels

16 gauge stainless Biltcool panels replace the vertical center
section of your inner fenders--letting the hot air escape from
around the headers or manifolds. Some people completely
remove the inners but using these leaves the original structure
intact for strength. Give a nice ﬁnished look to your wheel
wells and provides a bit of a barrier against debris. Lowers
engine temp approx. 10° #7110 $99.95 set

Order/Tech
m-f 10-6 EST
865.938.6696

Stainless Steel
Fender Stone Guards

Have a beautiful paint job you want to protect it? These 18 gauge
stainless steel guards keep rocks from ﬂying up into your inner
fenders and giving it an outie (paint ding from the outside). Also
gives a nice ﬁnished look to your wheel wells. Attach with screws.
#7100 $89.95 pr.

Clamp Mount Mirrors

Trail Door Skins

Our 24 gauge bare skins are the latest addition to the trail door product family. The
addition of these make your trail doors multi-seasonal! The skin covers the whole
door with a rolled upper edge so you don’t have any sharp edges on your arms. We
don’t include mounting hardware as there are a variety of ways to attach depending
on how permanent you want them. (For Hi Ho Loco we trimmed the corner and used
speed fasteners with tabs welded onto the tubes.) Some people have permanently
attached them or used them as a base for a fabric or vinyl cover to match their paint
or soft tops. They’re a blank canvas for your own ingenuity!
#7006 Trail Door Covers, $85 pair

Perfect for those of you who have door inserts, run
doorless or have our new Trail Doors. 2” Convex
mirror attaches to a 1 1/2” & 2” clamp to ﬁt either
on the upper tube of the Trail doors or to your roll
cage. Also available with a 3” extension.
#9650-1 1 1/2” Clamp $39.95
#9650-2 2” Clamp $45.95
#9650-3 1 1/2” Clamp Extend $48.95
#9650-4 2” Clamp Extended $48.95
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Sheetmetal

Body Panels

All sheetmetal pieces listed here are made of
18 or 20 gauge steel and most are prime lock
material. They are designed to be welded
or riveted into place by a professional
body shop and may require some ﬁtting.
PLEASE NOTE: Right side is passenger’s
side, left is driver’s. Please specify
when ordering.

A. Windshield Hinge
B. Tailgate
C. Core Support
D. Core Support Body Mount Kit
E. Upper Quarter Panel R or L
G. Lower Quarter Repair Panel, right
Lower Quarter Repair Panel, left
H. OEM Rocker Panel ﬁts R or L
Aftermarket Rocker, ﬁts R or L
I. Tailgate corner Panel -Right Side
Tailgate corner Panel -Left Side
J. Tailgate Striker Right Side
Tailgate Striker Left Side
K. Rear Wheel Housing
L. Front Grill -Early or Late
M. Front Fender-Passenger
N. Front Fender-Driver
O. Door Hinge Pillar assembly-Right
Door Hinge Pillar assembly-Left
P. Striker Post- Right
Striker Post- Left
Q. Inner Fender Apron -Right
R. Inner Fender Apron -Left
S. Kick Panel - Left
T. Kick Panel - Right
U. Radiator/Battery support Brkts
Battery Tray
V. Striker Post Brace-Right
Striker Post Brace-Left
W. Fender Tub -Passenger
X. Fender Tub -Driver
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#4017D
#4110
#4180D
#4181D
#4192
#4201RH
#4201LH
#4204
#4244
#4203RA
#4203LA
#4125C-RH
#4125C-LH
#4205
#4207E or L
#4209P
#4209D
#4210C
#4211C
#4212D
#4213D
#4214C
#4215C
#4217C
#4216C
#4219C
#4218
#4242
#4243
#4240C
#4241C

$64.95
$425
$299
$55
$120
$125
$125
$100
$59.95
$75
$75
$75
$75
$75
$450
$185
$185
$219
$219
$99
$99
$89
$89
$99
$99
$59
$34
$30
$30
$120
$120

Just because you don’t see it here, doesn’t mean we
don’t have it! We’re constantly adding new parts,
please ask your salesperson for availability!

Grills

Factory reproduction comes black electrostatically primed for rust
protection. Made in the USA from the original Ford dies.
#4207 Steel Grill, 69-77 $450
#4207E Steel Grill, 66-68 $450

Fenders

High quality reproductions!
Black Electrostatic coating. Fit
66-77, holes are not predrilled for
side markers. #4209 D or P $185

“I got my inner kick panels, they are
excellent quality and came unscathed...
so...kudos to Duff’s!!”
-J. Moyer, Williamsport, Pa

Rocker Panels

Both panels include step area, ﬁt right
or left. #4204A is made from Original
Ford dies in the USA. #4244 is black
e-coated aftermarket reproduction.
#4204A Rocker Panel, L/R $100 each
#4244 Repro Rocker, L/R $59.95 each

Quality reproductions
of 66-68 style bolt in
frames can be used to
convert 68+ to bolt on
style. Drill out your spot
welds and bolt these in!
#4165L Driver $129.95
#4165R Passenger $129.95

Windshield Frame & Hinge

High quality OEM style reproduction frame for electric wipers.
#4150A Frame $399
Hinge sold separately.
#4017 Hinge $64.95

Sheetmetal

Window/Upper
Door Frames

Door Skins & Shells

Core Support

High quality OEM style. Stamped for strength unlike any other
on the market. V8 Lower L’s attached, recess for Power steering
box and hole for air cleaner intake hose duct. #4180D $299

Floor Boards

#4220A

Quality reproductions of 66-67 (above belt line door lock hole) and
68-77 Door skin replaces your the exterior sheetmetal skin.
#4161L 66-67 Door Skin, Driver $139.95
#4161R 66-67 Door Skin, Passenger $139.95
#4162L 68-77 Door Skin, Driver $139.95
#4162R 68-77 Door Skin, Passenger $139.95
Complete door shells do not include hardware. Use of 68-77
Door Shell allows use of removable upper window frames.
#4163L 66-67 Door Shell, Driver $319.95
#4163R 66-67 Door Shell, Passenger $319.95
#4164L 68-77 Door Shell, Driver $319.95
#4164R 68-77 Door Shell, Passenger $319.95

Floor Pans are now available in two different
styles. Both are rolled like original for strength.
Full length passenger side goes under seat
(shown). If you need to replace the tunnel, we
also have the other system. Toe Boards were
originally stamped as part of the ﬁrewall but can
be replaced one at a time with these panels (#4 &
#5). Install set in order 1-5. Fit 66-77.
#4220A Passenger Floor Pan $79.95
#4221A Driver Floor Pan $79.95
1- #4131 Floor Pan w/Tunnel $195
2- #4132 Seat Platform $195
3- #4133 Right Seat Floor $50
4- #4134 Left Toe Board $45
5- #4135 Right Toe Board $45
#4136 Set of 5 Panels $525

Tail Light Panels

20 gauge black electrostatically primed
now with tail light bucket mounting tabs.
#4203 L driver $65
#4203 R pass $65

Lower Tailgate
Repair Panel

Repair just the rust
prone bottom of the tailgate,
rather than replacing the entire
thing. 20 gauge prime lock panel is
a press ﬁt and requires spot welding.
It comes up to the ﬁrst crease line on
the outside at 3 5/8” and 2” on the inside.
#4170 $49.95

Tailgate

High quality reproduction tailgates from
original tooling are
actually better than OE.
Made of rust resistant
galvanized steel just
like what Ford uses on
modern trucks. Handle and
hardware sold on page 61. #4110A $425
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Seals & Replacement

Half Cab Rear Window Seal
#4005 Plain style $55
#4006 Chrome Slit style $55

4026 Upper
tailgate seal
$25.25

Side Window Seals
#4012, #4013 Plain $55 ea.
#4010, #4011 Chrome Slit $55 ea.
Jim giving rides at SOB, 2006

#4003 Liftgate Window
seal, plain $55
#4004 Liftgate window
seal, chrome $55

#403

0 Tai

#4033 66-68
Tailgate drain
w/strip on body,
pair $45

#4377 Gas pedal to ﬁrewall seal, V8 only $17.50
#4380 Steering column to ﬂoor seal $17.50

lgate

to ﬂo

or se

#4040

al $1

2

#4028 Tailgate side
w/strip, pair, 66-68 $3

el to
Q Pan

al $25

top se

#4375 Clutch rod seal, 68-77 $13.75
#4378 Clutch rod seal, 66-67 $20

#4025 Tailgate Seal Set
Contains 3 pieces, #4026, #4030, #4032
Blue highlighted seals. $71.75
l $40.75
#4032 Liftgate bottom sea

#4376 Clutch, brake or tcase bushings, pair $4.50

#4036 Liftgate side body
bumpers (4) 66-76 $10

#4034 Tlgt upper
bumpers (4) $6

#4037 Liftgate prop
bumpers (2) $8
#4035 Tlgt lower support arm
bumpers, pair $9
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Richard taking out the 1977 Stroppe
Balloon Chaser for a photo shoot. We
were lucky enough to be the ﬁrst ones
Willie Stroppe thought of when he was
ready to sell this rare piece of Bronco
history. It had never even been titled!

Not included
#4039 Liftgate latch on tailgate bumper $2.50
#4038 Tailgate drain
w/strp on tailgate 69-77, pair $40

Not included
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#4398 Firewall air
duct drain tube $22
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Fresh Air Vent Seal Kit
This vent, located on the drivers side of the
ﬁrewall could be the source of that cold air
entering your Bronco on those chilly winter
days. Replaces all four seals. Fits 66-77.
#4395 Fresh Air Vent Seal Kit $16.95

#4397 Air vent seals, pair $20

#4020 Door to Body Seal Set
Contains 4 pieces, #4021, #4007
Upper & Lowers for both sides. $124.50

Seals & Replacement

#401

Door to Body Seals
#4021 Uppers $51.50 pr.
#4007 Lowers $100 pr.

don’t see what you need? please call!
865.938.6696 m-f 10-6 est

Heater Reseal Kit

Increase your heater output and stop cold
air leaks with this 13 piece kit. Fits 66-77.
#4046 Heater Reseal Kit $18

Heater Control Valve

Most stock control valves are corroded to
the point that they don’t ﬂow well, if at all,
or have broken internally. A poorly functioning
control valve will result in lousy output from the heater even if its
in great shape (see our heater seal kit if yours is ready for some
TLC). This replacement valve is made to last with high quality seals,
permanent lubricated valve body and black plated exterior.
#3129 Heater Control Valve $33.75

#4390 Hood
side bumpers, $3 pair

#4392 Hood
front bumpers, $12 pair

Pedals

Gas Pedal
#4372 66-77 $13

#4370 Clutch or brake pedal pad $6.50
#4370A Brake pedal pad for 76-77,
w/auto trans & pwr brakes $7
#4371 Park brake pedal pad $7.50

#43

96 C

owl

lacin

#4385 Headlight splash shield $7.50

g kit

$12
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Door & Window Parts

Wiper Blades & Arms
Door Lock
Knob

Hard to ﬁnd blades and arms sold individually.
#4860 Blade $11.50 each
#4861 Arm $19.50 each

Chrome round head design
OE for 68-77 but will also
work on 66-67.
#4144 $5.00 each

Window
Regulator

Window Pivots

Replacement window pivots.
Window frame not included.
#4266 Window pivot, passenger $19
#4267 Window pivot, driver side $19

#4268 Window Regulator
Arm Assembly, 66-77 $4.50

Vent Window
Handles &
Bracket Kit

Door Striker Plates
Includes zinc plated striker plate,
shim & screws.
#4248 68-77 (oval) $18 each
#4249 66-67 (round) $18 each

Both window handles with brackets. Standard for 68-77 but
will also work on 66-67. #4269 $60

Door Latches

#4246L 68-77 $59.95
#4246R 68-77 $59.95
#4247L 66-67 $59.95
#4247R 66-67 $59.95

Window Regulators

#4238L 66-77 Driver $79.95
#4238R 66-77 Passenger $79.95

Door Inner Control

#4237L 68-77 Driver $19.95
#4237R 68-77 Passenger $19.95

Solex Green

OEM Style Replacement Glass
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Door Lock & Ignition
Cylinders

#4434 Ignition & 2 Door Lock Cylinders
with 2 Keys, 68-77 $50

Look
Look Ma,
Ma, no
no windshield!
windshield!
Suzy
Suzy && Tiger,
Tiger, ready
ready to
to ride
ride the
the
waterfall
waterfall at
at Rodriguez
Rodriguez Canyon.
Canyon.

Finally replacement glass for Early Broncos cut to exact Ford speciﬁcations from original patterns. Impact resistant tempered glass with
edges machine polished to a high gloss. Available in clear or high quality Solex Green (what all new vehicles come with) to cut glare.
#7302 Windshield, Specify Solex or Clear $159
#7307 Liftgate Glass $119
#7304 Vent Glass, $89 pair
#7301 Set of 5 Front Glass (Windsield, 2 vent, 2 door glass) $385
#7305 Side Door Window Glass $149 pair
#7300 Complete set of all 8 pieces $650
#7306 Side Hardtop Glass $219 pair

#4260 4 pc Vent window seal kit,
does both doors $70

#4265 Anti-rattle kit, 12 pc. 6 pcs. per door, Includes
orange highlighted items for both sides. $239

#4256 2 pc Door
glass w/strip (included
in #4265) $29.50

Liftgate Handle
#4115 Locking Liftgate
Handle with keys $39.95

Tailgate & Window Parts

#4261 Doorglass felt
channel, pair $59

Lower felt
channel, 2 pair,
does 2 doors

Not included
#4259 Door glass lower
bumper $6.50 pr.

Just because you don’t see it here, it doesn’t mean we
don’t have it! We’re constantly adding new parts, please
ask your customer service rep for availability!

M-F 10-6 EST 865.938.6696

Tailgate Handle, Bolt
& Mounting Plate

Handle and mounting plate are high quality stainless
steel reproductions. Far superior to chrome. Fit 66-77’s.
#4111 Handle bolt $15
#4112 Mounting Plate/Bucket $39
#4114 Tailgate Handle $39

#4117
#4119
#4118
#4116

Tailgate Parts

#4116 Hinges/Pivot, Left or Right, 66-77 $25 each
#4117 Tailgate Latch Bracket, 66-77 $45 each
#4118 Side Support, 66-77, 2 per tailgate $32.50 each
#4119 License Plate Light Assembly, 66-77 $42.50
#4125L Tailgate Striker Post, Left $59
#4125R Tailgate Striker Post, Right $59
#4126 Tailgate Supports $65 pair

Tailgate Letters

Durable vinyl lettering ﬁts the raised Ford letters on the tailgate.
#9020 White $15
#9021 Black $15
#9022 Red Reﬂective $19.50
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Door Parts & Mirrors

New Removable Door Hinges

These are perfect for those of you who love to go door-less during the summer or
while wheeling. These new hinges also make it easy to simply remove your doors if
they are in imminent danger. Our beefy new forged steel hinges have 1/2” pins with
replaceable permanently lubricated brass oilite bushings for smooth operation. Our
design reverses the side the pin stays on, the pin goes with the door—no hook to
get caught on when the door is off. Combine with our Trail Doors and
you’ve got doors for all seasons. Also a viable option for
those needing new hinges—the cost of stock hinges is
unbelievable, if you can even
ﬁnd them! Plus, the stock
hinges still have their weak
1/4” pins. Set of four hinges
includes new bolts. Come
black e-coated.
#4235 Removable Door
Our 1/2” pin vs. 1/4”
Hinges, Set of four $199

Oversize Door
Hinge Pins

Chrome Side Mirror

Reproduction mirror with beautiful
chrome ﬁnish includes gasket & screws.
#4263, Side Mirror, Fits L or R $59

These 11/32” pins allow you to drill
out the hole in the hinge to make
it round again. Making them open
smoothly, and ﬁt better closed.
Sold as a pair to do one door.
#4236 11/32” Hinge pins, $15pr.
Never underestimate the
creativity of
Bronco owners.
Some start as
short time ﬁx...
others took
a little more
work...

Door Check
Straps with
Stainless
Footman Loops
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We’ve had replacement check straps for years, but ﬁnding
footman loops was difﬁcult if yours were rusty or gone.
This set solves that problem and some! Beautiful polished
stainless footman loops are pre-sewn into the straps! Sold
as a pair, includes stainless bolts.
#4233 Check Straps w/Loops, pair $20

Chrome Door Handles

Exterior handles include gaskets. Gaskets also sold separately.
#4250 Exterior chrome handles, pr. $40
#4041 Gaskets only, does 2 handles $7.50

Clamp Mirrors

Perfect for those of you who have door
inserts, run doorless or have our new
Trail Doors. 2” Convex mirror attaches
to a black annodized 1 1/2” & 2” clamp
to ﬁt either on the upper tube of the
Trail doors or to your roll cage. Also
available with a 3” extension.
#9650-1 1 1/2” Clamp $39.95
#9650-2 2” Clamp $45.95
#9650-3 1 1/2” Clamp Extend $48.95
#9650-4 2” Clamp Extended $48.95

High quality chrome just
like original. Includes #4299
bezel and mounting bracket.
#4264 $99

Emblems

High quality chrome just like original.
Include barrel clips for mounting.
#4300 Chrome Bronco Script $35
#4304 Sport Chrome Script $55

Antenna Mount & Bezel

High quality chrome just like original. Includes two pieces and gasket.
#4299 $34.50

#4303 FORD Grill Letter Set $99
#4301 302 Emblem $35
#4302B 351 Emblem, Blue $35
#4302R 351 Emblem, Red $35

Exterior Replacement-Emblems

Reproduction
Radio Antenna

One of these
girls loves
Daddy’s (she
calls it her’s)
4OH8, the
other says
“It’s too
loud!”

Rollcage Clamp Mount Rearview Mirror

14” wide angle mirror attaches to two black annodized 2” billet clamps to mount
to your roll cage. Gets the mirror off of the glass (giving you a little more head
room) and gives you a wide angle view as a bonus. #9651 $69.95
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Replacement-Chrome, Lights

Headlight Rings

Replacement chrome headlight rings for 71-77 Broncos have notches for adjustment screws. Will also
ﬁt 66-70. 66-70 Have no adjustment notches.
#4305PR 71-77 $99 pair
#4306PR, 66-70 $99 pair

Park Light
Lenses &
Gaskets

Headlight Bucket, Bezel &
Retaining Ring
Bucket #4386
$20 each
Headlamp Adjust Screw
#4388 $3.75
Headlamp Ret. Spring
#4389 $4
Retaining Ring
#4387 $15 each

#4315 Park light
spacer, pair, 1/2”
thick rubber, like
original, 69-77 $29

Bezel
#4305PR $99

#4314 Park light foam gasket,
pair, 1/8” thick, 69-77 $8.50

#4309

#4310 Amber Park Light Lens, each, 69-77
$8.50

Park Light Assemblies

New complete assemblies. Available in 66-68 version with
clear lens and 69-77 with amber lens. Fits right or left.
#4308 Park Light Assembly, 69-77 $48.50
#4309 Park Light Assembly, 66-68 $48.50

Lenses & Bezels

#4308

Paint Reseal Kit

Replace those hard to ﬁnd gaskets
that have vanished over the years
with this 24 piece kit.
#4045 Paint Reseal Kit $23

Rear Reﬂectors
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(Under Tail Lights)
#4330 (R) Pass side with bezel $41.50
#4331 (L) Driver side with bezel $41.50

Even Broncos without backup lights can use these lenses.
Bezels attach through screw holes in lenses.
#4350 Tail Light Lens, L, 66-77 $9.50
#4351 Tail Light Lens, R, 66-77 $9.50
#4352 Tail Light Bezel, R/L, each, 66-77 $39.50
#4352PR Tail Light Bezel 66-77 $79 pair
Side Marker Lenses
#4320 Amber Ft. Side Marker Lens, each, 70-77 $10
#4321 Red Rear Side Marker Lens, each, 70-77 $10
#4322 Side Marker Light Bezel, each, 70-77 $34

Park Light Lenses
#4310 Amber Park Light Lens, each, 69-77 $8.50
#4311 Clear Park Light Lens, each, 66-68 $8.50
Reﬂectors, Front Amber
#4316 Reﬂector, 68-69, Passenger $30
#4317 Reﬂector, 68-69, Driver $30

66-77 Heater
Control Bezel Nut
#4494 $7.50
#4472 Knob
68-77 $12.50

If your turn signal no longer cancels, the
plastic cam is probably broken. If your entire
switch is shot, they are available complete.
74-77 switch includes the stock hazard light
mechanism.
Heater Control Bezel
#4442 Switch, 66-73 Auto/Manual $69.50
#4495 68-72 $15
#4445 Switch, 74-77, Manual Trans $79
#4496 73-77 $15
#4447 Switch, 74-77, Auto Trans $94
HEATER CONTROLS
#4449 Canceling Cam only, 66-77 $9.95
#4491 Heater Temp Control
Bezel & Cable, 68-72 $25

Don’t see it?
Give us a call.
865.938.6696
m-f 10-6 est

#4434 Ignition & 2
Door Lock Cylinders
with 2 Keys $50
#4427 Ignition
Switch $19.95
#4431 Ignition
Switch Bezel,
66-77 $20

#4433 Lock Cylinder
with 2 Keys $14.50

#4432 Key
Blank $3

#4492 Heater Temp Control
Bezel & Cable, 73-77 $30
#4493 Temp Control Cable
to Firewall Seal, 66-77 $5
#4497 Heater Air Control
Bezel & Cable, 68-72 $25
#4429 Brake Light
Switch $19.95

#4498 Heater Air Control
Bezel & Cable, 73-77 $25

Replacement -Dash, Electrical

Turn Signal Hardware

#4428 Starting Solenoid $16.95
WIPER SWITCH BEZELS & KNOBS
#4482 Wipe & Wash Switch, Electric, 2 spd 69-77 $25
#4483 Wiper Switch Bezel, 68-72 $15
#4484 Wiper Switch Bezel, 73-77 $15
#4485 Wiper Washer Bezel, 68-72 $15
#4480 Wiper Switch Nut, 73-79 $8
#4481 Wiper Switch Nut, Elect, 66-77
#4472 Knob 68-77 $12.50

CIGAR LIGHTER ASSEMBLY
#4487 Element & Well Assembly 66-77 $15
#4488 Cigar Lighter Assembly 68-77 $25
AUXILIARY TANK SWITCH
#4461 Auxiliary Tank Switch 66-77 $22.50
#4462 Auxiliary Tank Bezel 68-72 $15
#4463 Bezel Nut 68-77 $7.50
EMERGENCY FLASHER
#4486 Emergency Flasher Bezel 68-72 $15
#4472 Flasher Knob 68-77 $12.50
#4463 Flasher Bezel Nut 68-77 $7.50

Dash Knobs

Our CNC machined billet dash knobs include set screws. Will
require permanent modiﬁcation to your “pull” knobs; heater
temp, defrost & lights. Set of ﬁve to ﬁt headlights, wipers, defrost,
heater fan and temperature control. Individuals also available to
accommodate those with ﬂashers, choke and or a stock lighter.
#4474A Billet Dash Knob, $12.50 each
#4475A Billet Dash Knob, Set of 5 $54.95

HEADLIGHT SWITCH
#4426 Switch 66-76 $19.95
#4465 Headlight Switch Bezel 68-77 $15
#4464 Headlight Knob & Shaft 68-77 $10
#4466 Headlight Knob Nut 68-77 $10
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Interior

Brushed Aluminum
Column Cover

Roll Bar
Grab
Handles

Laser cut 1/8” brushed aluminum
column cover matches our interior
door panels and interior quarter panels for that custom look. Includes
stainless screws.
#4710 Brushed Aluminum
Column Cover $19.95

We love these
handles with
durable black nylon
webbing with easy to
hold rubber grips. Special rubber
lining ensures a no slip grip to the roll bar. 2”
ﬁts bars without padding, 3” ﬁts bars with standard padding.
#9026 2” Handles $39.95pr., Specify Black or Flame Pattern
#9027 3” Handles $39.95pr., Specify Black or Flame Pattern

Brushed Aluminum
Rear Quarter Trim Panels

Made of 1/8” solid brushed aluminium laser cut for precision include mounting brackets and stainless screws. Designed for 66-76,
‘77s will require modiﬁcations.
#4730 Interior Quarter Panels, 66-76 $249

Interior Door
Handles
Storage space in an EB is at a premium. These 16 Guage
Steel trays make use of the wasted space under the upper
quarters above the rear wheel houses. Perfect space for
trail parts and tools. #7150 $75 pair

The “Everything”
Storage Bag?
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We’re at a loss to name this versatile
little baby! A drawstring neoprene
bag with nonskid velcro straps allow
you to attach it to your cage with or
without padding. So far we’ve used
them for our 2lb. ﬁre extinguisher,
water bottle, FRS radio & cell phone.
We just keep ﬁnding more uses!
#9028 Black $27.50
#9029 Red $27.50

Interior squeeze-type chrome handles for
68-77 Broncos are sold individually.
#4254 Interior Handle, passenger $24.95
#4255 Interior Handle, driver $24.95
The interior of Silver shows its a chick’s
rig. Conﬁdent in his masulinity, it didn’t
stop Slim from taking it for a spin at SOB!

Quarter Panel Storage Trays

These vinyl panels combine the handle cup and door panel in one durable
piece. Concealed trim clips make for a clean stock appearance and easy installation. Rear trim panels match the front and cover the area around the interior
wheel wells giving your Bronco a ﬁnished look. If your’s didn’t have the rear
panels originally, you’ll need #4728 Attachment Rails.
#4725 Black Vinyl Door Panels, 68-77 $99.95 pair
#4729 Black Vinyl Qtr Trim Panels, 66-76 $129.95 pair
#4728 Qtr Trim Panel Attaching Rails, $59.95 pair

Interior

Door & Quarter Panel Vinyl Trim Panels
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Brushed Aluminum Door Panels

Our door panels are made of 1/8” solid brushed aluminium. Holes
for door cup, window crank and screws laser cut for precision.
Includes Stainless screws for a ﬁnished look. Fit 68-77 doors.
#4726C $125.50 pair

Dash Cover

Black polymer cover is like the original, but more
durable. Covers the entire dash. Attaches with
included adhesive. Fits 68 1/2-77 Bronco.
#4805 68 1/2-77 Dash Cover $89.95

Armrest & Door Cups

Wiper Motor Cover

Molded vinyl panel is stock reproduction. It provides attachments
for sun visors and hides wiper motor & mechanism. Requires
cutting hole for dome light on 76-77s. Fits 69-77. Cannot be
used with soft tops. #4865 Wiper Motor Cover, Black $69.95

Aftermarket replacement armrests are like Bronco Sport & Ranger
68-77 models. Door Handle Cups are solid thru black or parchment-no paint to scratch off like others.
#4715B Armrests, Black, pair-check for availability
#4716B Armrests, Parchment, pair-check for availability
#4718B Door Handle Cup, Black, pair $24
#4718P Door Handle Cup, Parchment, pair $24
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Tuffy Consoles Storage

Tuffy Center Consoles and Lock Boxes

Tuffy has built a name as being one of the toughest lock boxes in the industry. We offer their 16 gauge steel lock
boxes with or without a separate box for a stereo or CB. Center consoles feature a built in padded arm rest, two
large cup holders, Neoprene lid seal, convenience tray, removable inner shelf and their custom Pry-Guard Locking
System with Cylindrical Lock. Available in both 8” and 10” wide version to ﬁt stock or aftermarket seats and come
with mounting brackets and hardware. Consoles are 16 1/2” high and 24” long. Available in black, charcoal gray,
light gray, spice or tan/camel textured powdercoat. Includes mounting brackets to mount level on Bronco ﬂoor
and clear seat belt mounting bolts. Requires drilling.
Rear lock box of the same stout 16 gauge steel with their Pry-Guard Locking System and
Neoprene seal. 9 5/8” x 33 7/8” wide x 11 3/8” tall. Fits great behind the bench seat.
tan/camel
#4793 8” Console, Specify Color $219.95
#4794 10” Console , Specify Color $249.95
#4795 8” Console with radio compartment, Specify Color $249.95
#4796 10” Console with radio compartment, Specify Color $269.95
#4800 12.5” Console for Full size Bronco, Specify Color $245.95
#4801 12.5” Console with radio compartment for Full size Bronco, Specify Color $259.95
#4797 Rear Seat Lock Box, Black only $274.95

spice

light gray charcoal

Without Stereo
compartment

A must have for soft topped rigs!

Keep expensive
trail gear and winch
accessories safely hidden.

Pry-Guard Construction with
Cylinder Lock keeps the
thieves at bay!

Other Tuffy products are also available, just call!

With Stereo compartment

Tuffy Glove Box
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Black powdercoat 16-gauge steel, built in weather seals and Tuffy’s
patented locking system make this a great spot to lock up valuables.
Split-lid design works with most cages. Access panel on the inside for
factory fuse box. Includes mounting bracket, hardware and instructions.
#4798 Tuffy Glove Box, Black $139.95

Oversize Cargo Drawer in Hi Ho Silver securely holds a ton of
parts & tools without fear of coming loose while wheeling. A
rubber mat on top it makes Ben’s riding spot. $599

Tuffy & Flooring

Tuffy Underseat Storage Lock Box

Tuffy’s latest offering is this great storage drawer for under the passenger
seat. It gives you 438 cubic inches of hidden locked storage. It has the same
features as their other products including: 16 gauge steel with durable black
textured powder coat, the Pry-Guard Locking System with Cylindrical Lock
and weather and dust seals. By using heavy duty smooth rolling ball bearing
slides, the drawer slides easily with the included pull lever. Installs easily by
mounting to the original seat bolt holes. Also includes a 6”L x 9”W x 3 1/4”H
open side storage tray.
#4799 Underseat Lock Box, Black $134.95

Questions? Color Samples? Just call!
m-f 10-6 EST (865) 938.6696

Granted this is creative and one of a
kind but we think the Tuffy might just
be a little more secure...

Carpet Kits

Vinyl Floor Mats

Textured black vinyl is contoured to ﬁt ﬂoorboard. Complete kit is 3 pieces: the tailgate,
the ﬂoor and the rear seam under the molding
behind the front seats. Jute padding is under
the front piece only. Minor trimming is needed
for shifters and the gas tank switch. Wheel
wells are not included.
#4606 Black Vinyl Mat, complete $249.95
#4608 Black Vinyl Mat, front only $199.95

These are replacement
carpet kits for the models
that came with factory
installed carpet. This plush
carpet is molded to ﬁt the
ﬂoor boards. Trimming to ﬁt
shifters and around doors will be
necessary. The front only kit covers
from the ﬁrewall to just behind the front seats.
The complete kit covers the whole ﬂoor in 2
sections, has 2 wheel well covers and a piece
to cover the tailgate. Wheel well pieces are designed to be tucked under the original interior
trim panels. Includes jute padding for front section. Dozens of colors available by special order,
call for samples. Note that 77’s are a different
kit due to the gas doors.
#4615 Complete Carpet Kit, 66-76 $259.95
#4612 Front Only Carpet Kit $199.95
#4615-77 Complete Carpet Kit, 1977 $269.95
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Interior- Mastercraft Seats

Sportsman Suspension Seats

The original suspension seat has been tested from Baja
Racing to Moab Rock Crawling. These purpose built
seats are the best quality we’ve found. After trying
numerous brands, this is what we now have in Hi Ho Silver and Hi Ho Loco. Each seat starts
with .065 wall tubing as a foundation covered with double Pirelli straps for additional comfort
and support. The suspension inner is made of one piece nylon mesh that provides extreme
strength and a comfortable ride yet allows the seat to breathe and allow moisture to pass
through. Polyurethane foam of different thickness and density provide a shaped
seating surface, while the 40 oz. vinyl sides and breathable fabric make a
durable yet comfortable seat. Attention to quality is number one
throughout the entire building process!
The Sportsman is a low proﬁle suspension seat with a ﬁxed
headrest, 5 point seatbelt holes, loops to secure belts in place,
and a mid-height (5.5”) side bolster for easy entry and exit, while still
offering security. The ﬂoor mounting area is 16” from front to back and 14”
wide, seating height is approx. 3.5” from the ﬂoor. Other models, color combinations
and options are available including; adjustable headrest, lumbar support and seat heat, please call for
details. Require seat mounting brackets, sold separately below. Ships UPS.
#4740 B Sportsman Seat, each, Black $329.95
#4740 B/G Sportsman Seat, each, Black & Gray $329.95
#4740 B/G

Seat Mounting Brackets

We worked closely with Mastercraft to design and test these brackets. They allow
the seat to sit lower than most aftermarket seats, giving you great visibility. No
more looking through the wiper blades! Hardware allows you to preset the most
comfortable amount of tilt to the seat, mount using stock seat mounting holes,
slide using the underseat bar. Come powder coated black.
#4739 D or P, Mounting Bracket, Specify side $179.95 each

Seat Savers

ed

pprov
Ben A
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Protect your investment from the sudden down pour with no top, trail dog, or
muddy jeans with seat saver seat covers. Allows you to sit in the seat
when it is covered. Made from heavy duty Cordura material and Velcro
latches the front and sides.
#4745 Seat Savers, Specify Red, Blue, or Black $59.95
#4746 Seat Saver for Bench Seat, Specify R, B, or Black $99.95

Rear Suspension Bench

The Mastercraft bench seat is made with same quality
components as the front buckets but with room for two
and it ﬁts perfectly between the wheel-wells. Rear seats
feature 4 point harness slot, harness loops, available as
shown or with optional standard or adjustable headrests.
Seat is 40” wide and requires drilling three holes for installation. Colors available by special order.
#4742 Sportsman 40” Bench Seat, Black $474.95

The same high quality as their original suspension seats but with the added
feature of a heavy duty 9 position recliner from tilt forward to full recline.
Lower bolsters allow for up to a 40” waist in comfort while still providing
support. Accommodates 5 point harnesses, anti-submarine slat and shoulder
harness slats are standard, works best with most 3-point restraint systems.
Uses the same mounts and sliders as other Mastercraft seats. Other color
combinations and options are available including; adjustable headrest,
lumbar support and seat heat, please call for details or visit mastercraftseats.
com to view different color options available for the standard price. Custom
colors available for an additional charge, visit mastercraftseats.com to view
different color options available for the standard price. Sold individually,
specify right or left tilt mechanism. Require seat mounting brackets, sold
separately. Ship UPS.
#4743B
#4743B/G
#4743R/B
#4743 CC

Baja RS Black $517.95 each*
Baja RS Black/Gray $517.95 each*
Baja RS Red/Black $517.95* (pictured)
Baja RS, Custom Color $577.95 each

*Visit mastercraftseats.com to
view different color options
available for the standard price.

Seat Options:
#4736 Seat Heater, each $149.95
#4737 Adjustable Headrest, each $75
#4738D Lumbar, driver $59.50
#4738P Lumbar, Passenger $59.50

Headliner Mastercraft Seats

Baja RS Reclining Suspension Seats

Headliner

2 piece headliners include screws. 4850 is for 69-77’s with electric wipers. 4851 is for 66-68 with vacuum wipers. Chrome strip
not included.
#4850 Headliner, 69-77 Bronco $99
#4851 Headliner, 66-68 Bronco $99
Ben enjoying his backwards facing 40” Mastercraft bench
seat in Hi Ho Loco. This gives a storage spot for batteries
(between front & rear seats) and allows him easy access via
the tailgate. If a human gets to ride in his seat, well, they
just have to live with the view out the back!

The Pony and Rob Smithson’s Hobby Horse showing off Duffwares during Bronco Daze at Palm Desert Resort in Borrego
Springs, California. Bronco Daze for the 45th will be November
10-13, 2011 For more info check out www.earlybronco.com
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Books & DVD

Bronco
Parking Sign

Let your friends and neighbors know which 4x4’s are
the greatest! This 8 x 12”
sign is a great way to mark
your territory and also make
a great gift! Made of durable
aluminum in the U.S.A.
#9520 Bronco Parking $20

Bronco
Performance
Portfolio

140 pages of reprinted
magazine articles, performance, technical
data, speciﬁcations and
info. A great reference
book!
#9043 Portfolio $22.95

40th Anniversary
& Legends DVD
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Just in time for the 45th, get one
of the few DVDs left produced by
the Early Bronco Registry featuring footage and hundreds of still
pictures from the 40th Anniversary
events. From the Legends storytelling forum in California to wheeling
at Paragon in Pennsylvania and the
events in between! The Legends
portion is almost 2 hours of stories
from original Baja racers including
Don Barlow, Myron Croel, James
Duff, Jim Fricker, Rod Hall, Ray
Harvick, Carl Jackson, Parnelli
Jones, Dick Landﬁeld, Jim Loomis, Gale Pike, Willie Stroppe and
Bud Wright. Autographed by “Legend” James Duff himself!
#9081 40th Anniversary DVD $15

Gift Certiﬁcates

Having trouble buying a gift for your
Bronco fanatic? Ask about our Gift
Certiﬁcates! Here are part numbers for
our most commonly requested denominations but we can make them for any
amount! Just ask!
#9000-25 $25
#9000-100 $100
#9000-50 $50
#9000-150 $150
#9000-75 $75
#9000-200 $200

1978-88 Bronco
History Book

100 pages of reprinted magazine
articles, performance, tech data,
specs and info. A great reference. Includes some early BII
stuff as well.
#9042 78-88 History $22.95

Haynes Manual

Ya, its not a Bronco on the cover,
but this is the right book for any
Bronco owner! Includes torque
specs and wiring diagrams.
#9070 Haynes Manual $19.95

Duff Oval Decal
8” oval vinyl decal
#9003 $1

Vintage
Pony Express Decals

Limited Edition

We found a stash of these vintage decals
during the move! 6” square chrome with
black printing. #9005V 6” $2

Show off your pride in the high quality James Duff products you’ve
installed on your truck by blazing this across your windshield,
tailgate, toolbox or any other place you can think of! Unlike other
stickers, vinyl die-cuts don’t have the clear plastic around them that
yellows.
#9001 12” James Duff Die-Cut, Specify Red, Blue or White $5
#9002 10” James Duff Die-Cut, Specify Blue, Silver or White $2

Duff Tuff 6” Die-Cut Decals
6” die cuts available in black, blue, silver, white,
chrome, yellow and PINK! If you don’t specify a color,
we’ll send you white. #9005 6” Round Duff Tuff $5

Decals & Apparel

Die-Cut Decals

Duff Tuff Windshield Decal
This sticker works great for windshields or liftgates!
Comes in black, white, teal, red, yellow, blue.
#9010 25” Duff Tuff Die-Cut, Specify Color $5

order 24 hrs online
www.dufftuff.com

The guys’
favorite
shirt! They
go through
quite a few
of ‘em...

Duff Tuff Caps

Our signature rides crawling over a DuffTuff ledge. Hi Ho Silver
on a blue distressed cap. Hi Ho Loco on a Red Cap or on Mossy
Oak Camo.
#9130 R Loco Cap, Red $15
#9130 MO Loco Cap, Mossy Oak $15
#9131 B Hi Ho Silver Cap, Blue $15
#9131 PC Hi Ho Silver Cap, Pink Camo $15

Pony Express Retro Ringer

A reproduction of our original Pony Express artwork from when
we were Duffy’s Enterprises in Gardena, California in the 1970’s.
They are preshrunk 100% Cotton. Duff oval on the left chest.
#9267 Retro Ringer S-XXL $15
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Apparel

Ladies Long Sleeve Shirt

I’m not gonna lie, it’s a little weird wearing a shirt with
a picture of yourself on it... but I love the design George
Trosley did of Ben and I on the trail! (We collaborated on
the idea as a shout out to the design of my Dad from the
‘80’s with the “big head” as I call it.) Printed on the front
of a 100% cotton butter yellow shirt with DuffTuff.com
down the driver side arm.
#9250 Ladies Long Sleeve, S-XXL $15

order online with our
shopping cart at
www.dufftuff.com

Adult Hi Ho
Silver Shirt

Design by George Trosley of
Suzy and Ben on the trail on
the back of a 100% cotton
tan shirt. Duff oval on left
front chest.
#9277 Adult Trosley Shirt,
S-XXL $15

Old School Duffy’s Logo Hoodie
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Old School Softball Style Duffy’s Logo on the front of a heavy weight
9.5oz Charcoal Hoodie with DuffTuff.com down the driver side arm.
#9295 Duffy’s Hoodie, S-XL $25
#9295 Duffy’s Hoodie, XXL $30

Kid’s Hi Ho
Silver Shirt

Emily Colvin models the kid’s version of the Trosley design
in front of her proud Daddy’s Bronco. 100% cotton butter
yellow short sleeve shirt comes in sizes S (4-6)-XL (18-20).
#9255 Hi Ho Silver Kid’s Shirt, S-XL $12

Kid’s
Duff Tuff Shirts

We’re always doing these in a variety
of colors and styles-you never know
what we’ll have. But there is always
PINK and something for the boys too!
Usually short sleeves but sometimes
tank tops. Visit our booth at events
or contact us for Suzy’s current stash.
#9225 DT Kid’s Shirt, S-XL $10

Duff Tuff Hoodie

Duff Tuff Brand Logo on the front of a heavy weight 9.5oz Ash
Gray Hoodie with DuffTuff.com down the driver side arm.
#9290 Duff Tuff Hoodie, S-XL $25
#9290 Duff Tuff Hoodie, XXL $30

All returns must be pre-authorized by JDI and accompanied with a completed Return Goods Authorization Form (RGA) and a dated proof of purchase.
Returns must be made within 90 days of purchase, shipped prepaid, packaged in original cartons to prevent damage in shipment and sent to JDI, 3231
NW PARK DR., KNOXVILLE, TN 37921. Returns without an RGA# will not be accepted. Approved returns are subject to a 20% restocking fee.

Liability Disclaimer

JDI makes no warranties of merchantability, of ﬁtness for a particular purpose, or that its products are approved for general use, or that its products
comply with laws, regulations or ordinances in the states of the ultimate consumers. The entire risk as to the conformity of any product in any such state
and as to repair should the product prove to be nonconforming, is on the ultimate consumer of such product and it is not upon JDI.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, JDI shall under no circumstances be liable for any incidental or consequential loss or damage whatsoever
arising out of, or in any way relating to any such breach of warranty or claimed defect in, or nonperformance of the products. This warranty gives you
speciﬁc legal rights and you may also have other rights which may vary from state to state. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied
warranty lasts or do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions may not
apply to you. The foregoing statement Limits the Liability of James Duff Inc.

Exhaust Related Components

The regulation of emissions production, noise levels, and safety standards is undertaken by the federal government, each of the ﬁfty state legislatures
and by many local municipalities, towns and counties. California Vehicle Code Sections 27156 and 38391 prohibit the advertising, offering for sale, or
installation of any device which modiﬁes a vehicle’s emission control system unless exempted. James Duff headers have not received an exemption
from these code sections and are not legal for sale or use in California on vehicles originally equipped with catalytic converters. It is illegal, except for
vehicles only driven off-road, to remove or otherwise render inoperative any emission control device on regulated motor vehicles. In the other 49 states,
it- is the responsibility of the ultimate consumer to check federal and local laws to determine if
JDI products are legal for use on their vehicle.

Warranty, Return & Product Information

Warranty and Return Information

James Duff Inc. warrants our products to the original purchaser to be free from defects in materials and workmanship. Warranty period begins at the
date of purchase and is as follows for:
Shocks: Limited Lifetime to be free from defects in materials and workmanship.
Power Brake Boosters and Master Cylinders: Three year warranty period.
Suspension Systems, Headers, and Radiators: One year warranty period.
Adapters and soft goods, such as; soft tops, upholstery, vinyl and rubber products carry a 90 day warranty.
All warranties are to the original purchaser with proof of purchase only. Such obligations under this warranty shall be limited to the repair or replacement, at JDI’s discretion, of any assembly or part which upon examination by JDI proves to be defective. All possible warranties must be returned to
JDI for inspection to be validated. Follow standard return policy below when returning potential warranties. This warranty covers only manufacturers
defects, and does not cover product ﬁnish or damage resulting from abuse, misuse, negligence, racing, alteration, accident or damage in transit. Any
costs of removal, installation, reinstallation or freight charges are expressly excluded from this warranty.

Important Suspension Product Information
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Modifying your vehicle with JDI products to improve off road performance may result in the vehicle
handling differently than a factory equipped vehicle. Taller tires will cause vehicles speedometers
to read slow, so recalibration is required. Use of oversize tires, suspension lifts, body lifts, and
other modiﬁcations may raise your vehicle’s center of gravity, resulting in an increased tendency
for the vehicle to pitch and roll during sudden turns or abrupt maneuvering. Failure to drive with
extreme care to prevent loss of control or vehicle roll over may result in injury or death. Drive at
reduced speed to ensure your ability to maintain control of the vehicle under all driving conditions.
We recommend installing functional roll bars and cages as well as double shocking all vehicles for
more safety and stability on or off road. Always wear seat belts when in a vehicle. Consult your
owners manual for recommended tire sizes, safety instruction and warnings unique to your vehicle.
It is your responsibility to check state and local laws restricting vehicle height to ensure that
modiﬁcations to your vehicle are legal.
This catalog supersedes all previous catalogs and is subject to change without notice. This does not
constitute an offer, and we reserve the right to reject and/or cancel any order. We also reserve
the right to make changes in design, materials and speciﬁcations without notice.
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